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Board To Decide
Today On Lifting
School Bond Limit

Folk singer Horace Brown
will perform at the meeting of
the Welcome Wagon NewcomDr. Doris A. Tichenor, assisters Club to be held Thursday,
ant director of the Cooperative
April 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the Corn
Extension Service for Hess
munity Center, Ellis Drive.
Economics and associate dais
Brown of Shelbyville perof the School of Home EconoThe sun was sinking rapidly In
forms professionally in Louismics for Extension at the Unitlie west yesterday evening and
ville. He will present a proversity of Kentucky, will be the
darkness was filling the cracks
gram of the works of Rod Mcmain speaker at the annual day
and crevices4 of the outdoors
Kuen.
to be held by the Cello
There was still light enough
Program chairman for t he
By GLEN CARPENTER
rate, he would be empowered to
County Homemakers on Friday.
however to retieal the brilliant
John Lyons. FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — request a special meeting of the
is
meeting
Mrs.
10,
at
April
10
the
rem.
Miter
at
scarlet of the Cardinal under
Hostesses are Mesdames Ca- Local school districts would be board to discuss whether or tut
ray Woman's Club House.
the feeder. Then a flash of
thryn Garrott, chairman, Charorized to sell revenue the bond issue was vital enough
The Calloway organization Is
white revealed a big Rabbit
lotte Hammock, Janet Hendon, S. ds at increased interest rates to warrant a rate higher than 7
composed of twenty clubs with
standing on his hind quarters,
Dutch Kimball, Mary Jo John- if regulations implementing a per cent. Should the board
three hundred members.
ears taut, to catch every sound.
son, and Judy Hill. Mrs. Aniseh new law met with the approval deem it so, the district would
Clubs are Almo, Coldwater,
He stood transfixed, ready to
Mahfoud is in charge of the of the state Board of Education be so authorized. Otherwise the
Dexter, Harris Grove, L
bound off toward safer quarters
door prize.
when it reconvened its special bid would have to be rejected.
Grove, New Concord, New Hope,
should the need arise.
All new residents of Murray meeting today.
The regulation also requires
New Providence, North Murray.
During late Tuesday after- the bidder, in such a case to
are invited to attend, a club
Paris Road, Penny, Pottertows,
Apparently their clocks were
spokesman said.
noon discussions, controversy a- guaranty his bid for 96 hours
Progressive,
South
Murre71
set later than their cousins berose over the legality of the to give the board time to meet.
South Pleasant Grove, &rimecause the shadows deepened
proposed regulations and the
James B. Melton, director of
ban, Town and Country, Wades.
and still they remained on the
board decided to delay final ac- the Education Department's Buboro,
Sunnyside.
Westside,
and
scene. The Rabbit relaxed sometion until today's session. The reau of Administration and Fiiove
'"
r.noT
r.Dor
rk
= B.
Cris
Dr. Tichenor, a former home Xen:
what to feed on the deep green
new regulations would allow re- nance, told the board the presNunn has issued a special proeconomics
instructor
foods
and
Fescue and the Cardinal searchvenue bond sales of up to 7 per ent bond market "has been vacclamation declaring April as
researcher
University
at
the
of
ed for Sunflower seed. He
cent interest, with an emer- illating around 6 per cent."
Kentucky, has her bachelor, "Join. Homemakers in Kenchanged his position, flying up
gency factor added to enable
Board member Henry E. Pomaster, and doctorate degrees tucky" month.
to the feeder to roet in more
tven higher rates with the ap- gue Jr., of Fort Thomas, raised
Mrs. Robert B. Foster of
from UK. Prior to hcr employlertile ground.
proval Of the bawd.
the legality question, wondering
nresicleoLpf tjae Pur-,
at with the University in
—
—
—
Before Senate Bill 298 be- whether or not the regulation
chase Area Homemakers Club, Seven students at the Mur1958,
she
communworked
as
a
PLANTS GROW — Deep Crofton, • 4th
We failed to note when the Qvity nutritionist with the Ames' will be present and have a part ray University School made all came law, the maximum rate might be in violation of the
dinal left to find some spot grader at Murray University School, pauses during the fifth
A's in all subjects attempted for for such school revenue bond state usury law. He suggested
lean
Red Cross in Lexington and on the program.
annual
West Kentucky Regional Science Fair at Murray
where he could sink into deep
third nine weeks fitrriod, issues was 6 per cent. But the perhaps an opinion from state
their
Following
the
noon
luncheon,
taught
nutrition,
living,
family
slumber, unmolested. The Rab- Pate Urdverslty Saturday to contemplate his display on
and home management for the a hobby show will be held. The according to a release from,the bill removed the ceiling and Attorney General John B.
plant growth. Doug's entry was among 187 entries made
bit moved over by the hybrid
left it up to the board's discre- Breckinridge attesting to the
Appalachian School of Practical special items will be on display school.
by 30 students In elementary, lunior high, and senior high
Juniper and even as darkness
tion to set whatever rate it regulation's legality might be in
They were Alison
Irons one to 2:30 p.m.
Nursing.
decended in earnest, he still
categories.
(Photo by Wiliam Woolley)
Mrs. Broach, president, and seventh grade; Lamar Harrell, thought appropriate.
order before the board adopted
In 1952 she was married to
remained. We were barely able
Under the proposed regula- It.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, County eighth grade; Beth Garrison,
Carroll
Tichenor
is
a
Thowho
to make out his large shape.
But Melton said time is of the
roughbred horse breeder and Extension Agent in Home Eco- Mart Johnson, Gayle Rogers, tions, the superintendent of
operator of the Cave Spring nomics, extends an invitation to Joy Swam, and Cindy Wagar. public instruction would be re- essence since several school disA Squirrel apparently has
Students making a B or above quired to review and approve tricts want to let bids for bond
Farm in Jessamine County. the general public to attend the
found a vertiable bonanza ef
They are the parents of a meeting and especially the hob- average in all sublets attempted all bond issues of local school sales within the next few weeks.
Acorns under the big Post Oak
for the period were as follows: districts. But in the event a
Also expected to be discussed
Emmett Lewis, historian and daughter, Karen, 14, and a son. by show.
out back. He returns time and
Seventh grade — Reid Hud- bid is received for a higher today were a proposed redis
civic leader of TiptonvWe, C,aylen, 13.
time again to feed. Looking at
son, Augusto they, Robert Matrictricting plan for the Mc
Tenn., was the principal speakOther activities for the mornhim through the glasses, we
son'Debra Wiggiiztoo, and John
Cracken County schools and
Dr. Billy J. Ross, son of the er at the annual spring meeting ing session of the annual day
could see that he uses his raWhitmer.
creation of a state "right to
late Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ross of the Jackson Purchase Hist- will include a skit on the work
zor sharp teeth to rip off the
Eighth grade — Gary Gibbs, Dear Editor:
lead program" in line with the
orical
Society
done
held
recently
during
in
the
year written
of Murray, has been appoint"The
Murray
Civitan
Club
is
The
Hazel
Woman's
Club
will
Acorn hull, then quickly disDoug McCann, Johnny Riley,
one laid down recently by Preby Mrs. Max Hurt, assisted by meet Thursday, April
ed as chairman of the depart- Fulton.
10, at se- Sam Smith, Gerry Puctett, Pam grateful to the citizens of Mur- sident Nixon.
patch the choice nut with plea"This was one of the finest Mrs. Jewel McC,allon, and
ment of journalism at Texas
ray
and
Calloway
County
yen
p.
for
m.
at
Enix
Interiors
in Wilson, Kandy Wright, Lima
sure.
In other action Tuesday, the
Tech University, Lubbock, Tex- addresses we have heard," said dress revue.
helping to snake their annual
the Northside Shopping Center, seafro-d, and Juan weals.
board approved "calamity day"
Mrs. Ray Broach, county pre- Chestnut Street.
as, according to Dr. Lorrin G. Dr. L. J. Hortin, president of
He stays almost in the same
Ninth grade — Kip Mason, Aunt Jemima Pancake Jambo- requests from 32 school disthe historical group. "Mr. Lew sident, will preside at the meet.
A program on "Interior Dec- Kathy Rogers, Karen Russell, ree a success”, stated Civitan tricts, thereby reducing the
gpot, day after day. We figure Kennamer, dean of the College has informed us
that he i s ing. Mrs. Dan Billington is sec- crating" will be present.
of Arts and Sciences.
Pam White, Sandy Futrell, and president Melvin Hensley. On number of required classroom
that there must be a low place
Saturday, March 26, Civitan
and Amiens mow sereeiamie as Ross, whose primary interest making some further contribut- retary-Uvasurer.
%ire Hughes Bennett, Presi- Robert Tren.holm.
days because of the inelment
ions
to
Murray
in
The
Is
State
advertising.
vice-president,
University
has
been
a
Mrs. Al.. die‘ urges all members to atto form this treasure cache.
Teeth grade — Diane clerk, members along with their wins winter weather. Most of those
and
to
the Society. We are had Taylor, WM be emmeties
The opening and closing
f
*WA_
and
Junior
Civitans
friends
and
piney
Tut&
Eller]
nation,
Shedeeply grateful to him for his the plans for the special memdistricts asked for the limit of
tram Moore. Kitty Milliken, Ka- manned the facilities of maple
doors, etc. fails to deter him
five such days and more discontinuing interest in our re- bership drive for the homemaktie Kemp, Kathy Jackson, and Leaf Restaurant and Rudy's
He just gives you the glad ey(
gion."
tricts are expected to request
ers during the month of April.
Mary Ann Evans.
Restaurant from 4 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and continues with his munch
In a letter to Dr. Bonin, Mr.
similar board action.
Twelfth grade — Susan Cla- Approximately 1300 pancake
ing.
Lewis said, "I have made arThe board also granted the
ry, Kennie Colson, Linda Hum. •late lunches were served.
rangements with our city librequest of four districts to alphreys,
Linda
Violets are blooming like craMurray
The
Jones, Peter
Civitan Club low teacher meetings on Saturrary for the loan for photo cozy, and the Blue Bell is rising
Dr. Wayne Lamb, District Schiel, Cindy Steele, Sue An gives active support to the fol- day, June 13, to meet the repying of a very old scrap book
Story,
Amy Thompson, and lowing groups: School for the
to its peak of growth. It will rewhich contains much unknown
The eighth grade class of New Superintendent of the Paris
quirement of the 185-day conmain this way until leaves start
Mentally Retarded, Little Leaand unpublished history of Concord Elementary School will District of the United Metho- Steve Willoughby.
tract. Approved were gpplicague
Baseball,
coming out for sure.
Girl
conduct
Scouts,
Church,
Boy
the
will
dist
Western Kentucky and Tennes- present two one act plays on
tions from Hopkins, Lee, MontHAZEL LODGE TO MEET
(Continued on Page Sixteen) gomery and Scott counties.
see." He indicated that the book Thursday, April 9, at seven Annual Conference for the First
The Maple tree is putting out
Church
on
Methodist
United
Hazel Lodge 831 Free and
would be on loan for two weeks p.m. at the school.
But the application. by Crittrue leaves.
Accepted Masons, will meet at
only and that the information
"Beat It Beatnik" and "Boris Thursday, April 9.
tenden County for Saturday
Members of the Administra- 7:30 on Friday, April 10 at the
would be on loan for two weeks and The Brief Case" are the
teaching April 4 and April 11
An elderly woman had just
only and that the information titles of the plays to be pre- tive Board and official mem- lodge hall. Work will be done
was rejected.
reached the ripe age of 103
would be of great value to stu- sented. The public is urged to bers will meet at 6:30 p.m. in on the Entered Apprentice d.
Board member Allan Trout
the social hall for dinner. Mem- gree. All members are urged to
years and was being interviewdents of present day history and attend.
pointed out the district did not
congregation
are
of
rethe
bers
ed by a reporter from the local
be
present
and
visitors are we!.
time to come. It involves the
obtain prior board approval bequested to come at seven p.m. come.
newspaper. He asked the usual
early history of Hickman, XJ.,
fore conducting classes last SatGleaners
room
Edwin
the
Class
for
to
question, "How does it happen
Robinson
of
Payne
and much unpublished materurday and will have to add that
Street, Murray, is listed in satthe business session, according
that you have lived to be over
ial about Reelfoot Lake.
day onto the 'projected end of
Mt. BILLY L ROSS
isfactory
church
pastor,
condition
Dr.
the
Samto
this morn100?"
(Continued on Pao* Sixteen)
ing by officials at the Murray- its term. The board, however,
uel R. Dodson, Jr.
"Well," replied the woman, professor on the faculty or the
did okay the county's request
Revival
services will be held
Calloway County Hospital.
Prior to the Church Confer"it's because I never rocked any department of marketing in the
at the First Assembly of God ence, a brief meeting of the
TO MEET THURSDAY
Robinson was hospitalized on for the April 11 date.
of our eight children to sleep, College of Business AdminisThe North Fork Baptist Saturday, March 28, suffering
Murray Chapter 92 R. A. M. Church starting Sunday, April Administrative Board will be
never washed any dishes, never tration.
cleaned the house nor did any
Not only the bachelor's de- and Murray Council 50 R. & 12, and continuing through Sat- held to approve the recommend- Church is having a revival meet- from injuries of a broken back
ing this week with Bev. Charles and broken right arm he sued budget for 1970-71.
laundry. My husband did that. gree, but also the master's de- S. M. will meet on Thursday, urday, April 18.
Rev. Larry Meade will be the
The Conference will consist Nelson, pastor of the 'Cuba Bap- stained in a fall from the roof
9 at 7:30 in the Masonic
Heaven rest his soul! He passed gree is offered hi Texas Tech
:way at 48."
in speech, journalism, end in lodge hall. This night will also evangelist for the services to be of a devotional perjod led by tist Church, as the evangelist. of Corvette Lanes, West Main
Services are being held ea,.:11 Street.
marketing with a specialtsanon I be the annual inspection of the held each evening at nye! Dr. Lamb followed by reports
Murray Council. All mehibe.a o'clock.
of the year's work. The meeting evening at 7:30 through Sunday, Family members said he was
Fellow asks if a father of 55 in advertising.
The church pastor, Rev. Doyle will conclude with the election April 12. Rev. 4. D. Vaden is helping to put tar on the roof
The advertising program at are asked to be present for this
should remarry. He was told no,
that's enough children for any Tech has been developed under meeting and visitors are wel- Webb, and the congregation in of officers and members for the pastor of the church and in- when ,he slipped mid tell rollvite the public to attend.
vites the public to attend.
ing off the gide of the building
Two traffic collisions were is,
the direction of Ross and has come.
new year.
man.
to the ground. He was taken vestigated by the Murray Pogained international stature
to the hospital by a Blalock- lice Department on Tuesday bethrough the Don Belding Fund:
FIVE CITED
Coleman ambulance.
tween 12 noon and one p.m. No
4.
Five persons were cited by Educational Grant-in-Aid ProRobinson is an employee of injuries were reported.
the Murray Police Department gram for International- advertisthe Murray Division of the TapThe first occurred at 12:24
yesterday and last night. They ing. Dr. Ross spent part of the
pan Company. His wife is a tea- p.m, between a 1965 Dodge
.
a
IR
were two for going wrong way 1969 summer in Germany at
cher at the Hazel Flemenrary panel truck owned by Boone
•
• 'r •
.... •
on one way street, one for driv- the invitation of the West Ger. .•
School. They have one son, Laundry and Dry Cleaners and
"5
.
•
ing on revoked license, one man government, as a consult
Charles, a student at Murray driven by Carl Ray Cherry of
I
a .•
for improper registration, and ant in advertising education.
•
t
'
.
.
.
. ;,,,,,, ..•. lo.
ingb School, and one daughter, Murray Route Six, and a 1969
• 4
Ross holds a degree in adi•
...•
one foe public drimkenneas.
4
i
•
Mes. Jimmy Graham.
• .1 .•
Oldsmobile two door hardtop
vertising from the University
t •
,- ••
•
driven by Ronald Keys Blakely
of Missouri, the master's de.4 I1' " T ..
:
:W .
'
j
T
41; • ** "
4
of Murray Route One.
;
tree in English from Eastern
.•
•
.
• • Xs,. it, •
Police said Blakely pulled out
New Mexico Uniwirsity, and the
4
•
1
•• •
•
•• •• " ••••
t
.
4
.
8
1,,r%
•
from Parker Ford, Inc., and
doctoral degree in journalism
4 •.,, •
•
•
•
•
.0 • V!
,
••
'• , • ,
collided with the Boone 'truck
and marketing from the UniVaned Prose International
,
'!• I
.;
•
.
• •!
‘..?"1
,
•
going north on South 7th
tvenity of Southern Illinois. He
4.
0;‘
. ,
Fire destroyed a stable at Street.
tr. ••••‘•••
West Kentucky: IncreaStrig is a graduate of Murray High
•,%•;,1
the home of Mr and Mrs. Lare, . •ei
...?i
•
•11.
Damage to the truck was on
.•.•
•
cloudiness this afternoon and School.
ry Leslie on the Wiswell Road the left rear side and to the
He taught at Kentucky Weal
•.'•4e" V"--0.4 •e.
mostly cloudy tonight with
• ,•
, ••••
4-"er
this
morning
about
four o'clock. Blakely car on the left front
chance of showers and thunder- leyan College and the Univer
•
;'1"
.
Destroyed in the stable fire fender.
..... ...
qrs "'
:
,,
•• '
;,-,:,,.-, ,1 •
•
showers. Thursday fair and sity of Houston before joining
•• N.k.
were
some hay and saddle and
•
. I.:4' ...'f....„:
The other accident occurred
•v • .. ,i.
cooler. High today in 70s and the Texas Tech faculty in 1964.
'
•
,
arid gear for their son's pony. on 16th Street at 12:39 p.m.
Ross is married and they
low EN, low tonight mostly In
The Murray Rescue Squad
Involved were a 1965 Buick
40s, high Thursday in 60s. Sou- have one son, Randy.
VMS called to the fire and as- two door hardtop
driven by Lintherly winds increasing to 15
sisted in keeping the fire from da Christine Smith, Star Route,
to 25 and becoming gusty this
spreading.
Mayfield, and a 1964 Ford two
afternoon. Probability of rain
door hardtop owned by Larry
30 per cent today, 40 per cc t
Puckett and driven by Faye
RADIO CLUB
tonight and less than 10 per
The MSU Amateur Radio Elkins Puckett of 1105 Gatescent Thursday.
The Murray Fire Department
Club will hold its business borough Drive, Murray.
was called to the home of Roy
The Smith car was making a
meeting at 7:30 p. m. tonight
LAKE DATA
Ross, 414 North 4th Street, this
at the Hain Shack. A report by left turn off 16th Street and
Kentucky Lake, 7 am., 356.0, morning at 1:55.
a committee on Civil Defense was waiting for traffic when
Smoke was corning from an
down 01.
will be given by James Ingle, Mrs. Puckett could not stop in
electric motor on a fan and the
Below dam, 325.9, up 0.9
Doyan Jennings and Larrie time to avoid hitting the Smith
Barkley Like, 7 a.m., 358.0, fire was out on arrival of the
Clark Also plans wW be made car in the rear, according to the
firesnen.
down 0.2.
or election of officers at the police report.
Two trucks were taken to the
Below dam, 325.5, up 1.2.
May meeting All members are
Damage to the Smith car was
fire, and the men were back at
Sunrise 5:31; sunset 6:Z3.
A SUN SIGN that winter Is over is this !eerie near On.o. Iowa
30._Ittenti this._
on_Lbe
r _ end -and -141.-the
-4e.4i.sisatien-•••-Um station at 2.20 a.-m-- —Moon sets 9:62 p.m.
—
• wit meeting.
Puckett car on the front sad.
•

wickliffe.

isArctima
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Singer Is Guest
Calloway Homemakers Will Hold folk
For Newcomers Meet
Annual Day, Hobby Show, Friday

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Di
0;
0;
(1;

1970

Dr. Billy I. Ross
Department Head
At Texas Tech

Seven Students
Make All A's
For Period

Histaical Society
Heas Lewis At Meet

Hazel Woman's Club
Plans Thursday Meet

New Concord Class To
Give Plays Thursday

Letter to the Editor

Conference Will
Be On Thursday

Edwin Robinson Now
Satisfactory Condition
After Being Injured

Fist Assembly Of God
Church Plans Revival

Revival Services Are
At North Fork Church

Two Collisions
Are Investigated
In City Tuesday

Aprtt

•. •

WEATHER REPORT

••• ••. • • •

Firemen Called Today
To The Ross Home

•

;

Bidding Destroyed
On The Leslie Place

•1
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tern Seeks Agnew May Cast Deciding
"The Duke" Wins First Wes
Interns For Ballot In Carswell
Vot
e
Oscar In was
Career Teacher Corps

PUBLISHED by LEDGER, A TIMES PUBLISHING COMPA
NY,
Inc., Consolidatian of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway
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By ROY McGHEE
some support claimed by their
elevisiy ear
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the
Hy VERNON SCOTT
or Public Voice hems onion. In our opinviri are not for Editor,
WASHI
NGTON (UPI)- The opponents. As a last-alert,
the
best
inie.resi. 01 our readers.
UPI Hollywood Correspondent dienne Goldie Hawn, a regular
Senate vote today on th backup, they had Agnew to
oo "Rowan
and
The Western Kentucky Uni- nomination of G. Harrol break a tie.
Martin's
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITME
Awaiting the outcome at his
Laugh-In," for best supporting
R 00., IWO
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-.John
versity teacher corps program Carswell as an associate justic
Macuaon Ave., Memplaus, Tenn.; Tome & LLIe Bldg..
New York. N.Y. Wayne, 62, brushing a tear actress in "Cactus Flower
is looking for 90 people with of the Supreme Court could be Tallahassee, Fla., home, was
they:season nide. Detroit, Mien.
,"
from his eye, won the Oscar for playing a dingaling blonde.
bachelor's degrees who would so close Vice President Spiro T. the 50-year old nomineeEntered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky,
The Los Angeles Music
best actor, Maggie Smith for
like to improve educational op- Agnew may have to break a ti lawyer, former U.S. attorney,
for
transmission as Second Class Matter
portunities for children from and cast the decisive vote to former federal district judge,
best _actress and "Midnight Center audience was primed
when Wayne was announced
and now a member of the 513th
low-in
Cowbo
come families.
y"
the
picture
best
the
of
seat the controversial jurist.
as
8UB8cIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
week
best
360,
actor.
per
These
teache
year
at
corps
r
the
42nd
annual
in
After
21
/2
months of hearings,
Monin sl..a2. In Comioway and adjoining counties,
per
year,
0.50;
The
will
serve
big
man
Acade
in
selecte
present
lumber
Awards
my
school
d
ations
ed
s
debate, charges and counterch- Nixoo nominated Carswell for
to the
Lome I & 2, $14.0u; elsewhere $16.00. All service
subscriptions 18.00. Tuesday.
the Supreme Court after the
for two years while studying arges, the Senate
stage and told the Crowd he
reaches
Senate rejected 55 to 45 the
"The thstateadiag 2vie Most ad a Cemunnalty ha
for teacher certification and showdown vote
Wayne accepted the Oscar for was no stranger to the Oscar
the
at 1 p.m. EST
nomination of U.S. Circuit
Linea/ et Its Newegapor
working toward their own met- with the prestig
his role as a hardedrinking, program, had accepted stae of President Court
er's degree in some field at the Nixon and
Judge Clement F. Haynsrough-riding lawman in "True tuettes for friends, including
the future of the
university.
Gary Cooper; in the past.
WEDNESDAY - APRIL S. 1970
Supreme Court in the balance. worth Jr., of South Carolina to
The program is directed at
Backstage he said, "You
Neither side predicted victo- the post.
Western by Dr. Kenneth Estes,
don't think that you'll get all
ry. Bona were willing to accept
associate professor of education
excited and all gooey Inside,
triumph by any margin.
In Western's College of Educabut when it happens to You, you
Carswell's opponents picked
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
tion.
do. When I heard my name
up support today when Sen.
Dan Long, administrative as
called I didn't know whether to
Percy, RAIL,
Felix Worley, age 86,died yesterday at
sistant for the teacher corps at Charles
his home on Murray Route
stand up or to run."
announced
One near Penny,
he
would
vote 30C
Wester
explai
n
ned
that
the
inOnly
Wayne
and
Young
against the nomination. In an 30
Mrs. Marjorie Hole, assistant cashier, Bank
terns
work
in
school
and
comof Murray,will preamong the top winners were
side at the luncheon meeting of the Kentuc
1:30 a.m. EST
munity in teams of four with unexpected
ky Group of the National
resent. It was the first award
Association of Bank Women at Kentucky Dam
experienced teachers from announcement, Percy said sertwo
MAGGI
E SMITH. "The
Village dining room.
each. Said Young, "This
for
vice on the court requires
The Senior Girl Scouts and their leaders,
low-income area schools.
Prime of Miss Jean
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger,
as definitely my best role."
producbon of
"superior scholarship, legal
gave experiences at the Roundup in
Dr.
Brodie.
Estes
•
"
said
initial
trainin
Colorado last summer to memg
Wins
TWO Oscars
distinction and a record of
bers of the Delta Department of the
for
the
interns
will
start
SunMurray Woman's Club.
Compos
er Burt Bacharach try in "Anne of the
adhere
nce
Mrs. Joseph G. Fowler, Red Cross Volunte
to the principle that
Thousand day, July 12, and their in-serer Field Consultant
won two OsCars, for his score Days."
for Calloway County and Western Kentuc
vice programs at local schools justice with equality before the
of "Butch Cassidy and The "Z,"
ky, was the speaker at the
filmed in Algeria and will begin with the 1279-71 law
regular meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
is guaranteed to all
Sundance Kid" and for the best eating with the
Americans.
recent Greek school term.
song in films during the year, revolution, was
"Those standards seem to me
voted best
School districts participating
"Raindrops Keep Fallln' On my foreign film
3(
of the year. in the program with Western to be both reasonable and
Head."
Banned in many countries,'2" are the Bowling Green city imperative," Percy said, "and I
Presentations were made by broke precedent
0I
by being the schools, Cloverport independent believe Judge Carswell to be
LEDGER & TIMES NES
the biggest names in Holly- only picture in academ
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Mary lo Kopechne Investigation
Closed. No Proposed Prosecution

By United Press 1
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Mets Will First Opening Day Game Over Pittsburgh

Brewers Trounced By Angels Rockets Need
12-0; Orioles Top Indians Victory To
Win Western
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NEW YORK(UPI)-On March lead Washington to victory over
Chicago, 12-0, in their openers.
In the National League, New 19, 1938, Toronto's Maple Leafs New Orleans, The Caps outYork beat Pittsburgh, 5-3, in 11 scored five goals and New York's scored New Orleans, 38-22, in
innings, Philadelphia blanked Americans scored three goals in the final quarter in the comeChicago, 2-0, Houston downed a span of four minutes 52 sec- from-behind victory, dropping
San Francisco, 8-5, San Diego onds in the third period. The the Butz into last place in the
Atlanta, 8-3, and Leafs won the National Hpckey West.
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the Colonels over
seventh without a hit, getting is at 982 consecutive games, the carried
the spurt
During
Dallas.
two runs on five walks. They National League mark.
Kentucky outscored Dallas, 162, to grab the lead, 96-84.
Carrier finished with 38
while Dampier and
points
Moore had 27 apiece.
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for
rocked
Kansas
Seaver, was
12-0, Oakland beat
hit a three-run
Colbert
Nate
and
triples
including two
and Washington blast homer in a five-run third inning
6-4,
PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI)
- hits
each by little Detroit, 14-4,
The University of Portland two doubles- one
as San Diego whipped Atlanta.
people. And
Tuesday named Jack Avina to Matty Alou, of all
Tommie Agee collected three Phil Niekro was rocked for the
the
as
leads
blew
twice
.they
scored a five runs and took the loss. Pat
basketbau JoecuacEhtzel
succeed
as
. Aviva
innings its for the Mets and
had game went into extra
pair of runs. Ron Taylor Dobson pitched eight innings
been coaching at San Mateo
used pitched two scoreless innings of and
bits.
eight
allowed
But Manager Gil Hodges
Jeeior College in California.
Clendenrelief to get the win although Ron Herbel finished up for the
Donn
a former Pirate,
went the final Padres.
oa, as a pinch-hitter for a Tug McGraw
Blass pitched the
Norm Miller's three-run hopinch-hitter in the Mk inning. inning. Steve
FAMERS FETED
for Pittsburgh. mar in the seventh led Houston
innings
the
to
10
first
responded
Clendenon
And
Chris Short, who pitched only past San Francisco. Jim Perry
boos from the Pirate fans with
PHILADELPHIA (UP1)- Gol- a two-run single that gave the twice last year before being took the loss while Larry
surgery on his
get
fer Art Wail Jr.; diamond culls
Mets a 5-3 win over Pittsburgh. sidelined by fvebitter as the Dierker went the first six to
rower John B. Kelly Jr., and
back, tossed a
the win. Fred Gladding pitched
Mrs. Helen Sigel Wilson, twice
other NL Gaines
Phlls beat the Cubs. Rookie !Atlas ball _lbstAlnal 1 2-3
rennerup for the U.S.. Women'IL___In__the other National League Denny Doyle collected three Innings to SitIre the Houston
ames. Philadelphia blanked hits including a run-scoring win.
Amateur golf title, were feted,
at a luncheon Tuesday after r
e Pennsylvae
being named to the
nix Hall of Fame.
By VITo STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer

OiLO. OF 111101.Utalia

ACCEPT BIDS
LUBBOCK, Tex. (UPI)
Halfback Ron Gardin of Arizoaccepted an invitation
na
Tuesday to play for the West
team in the June 27 Coaches
All-America football game.
John Small of the Citadel, a
linebacker, agreed to play for
the-East.

Casper Plans To Play The
Same As Last Year Masters

to last year.
Three-time champion Jack
Nicklaus, only man to win the
Masters two years in a row
AUGUSTA, Ga.(UPI)- Even
South Africa's Gary
(1965-66);
year,
though it backfired last
foreigner to win
only
Player,
Billy Casper plans to play it
here (1961); and non-winning
nice and easy again in the
but long-hitting Tom Weiskopf,
Masters golf tournament.
who has been under par in his
Casper, one of the all-time
seven Masters rounds, are
last
a
never
but
'60s
greats of the
along with Casper as
figured
winner here in 13 tries came
favorites. And
within a stroke of winning the is year's
always support for fourCOMEBACK DELAYED
Masters last year after leading there's
me champ Arnold Palmer.
for three rounds.
MOSCOW (UPI)- Vasty Bre. "There was nothing wrong As kr defending champion
mel's high jump comeback bid with my plan last year," the 38- eorge Archer, 1968 champion
champion
was delayed slightly today year-old Californian Insisted. "I Bob Goalby or 1967
because of an injury to his left simply ran into a little bad luck al Brewer: none of the men
Masters
knee in practice.
on that final front nine and ho have won the
Brume!, who holds the world didn't have enough time left to lace the Palmer - Nicldaus
frog was snapped three years
high lamp record of 7 ieet-53. make it up."
have had much to crow
Inches, is in training for the
The Masters begins its 34th
1972 Olympics. He resumed run over the par-72, 6,980-yard bout since.
Thursday
Jumping last year after break- Augusta
National
ing
his right leg in a morning. The course was to be'Hardy soot
motorcycle accident five years closed to practice shortly after
(I P1)ton%
noon today to permit time for a , PHIl•-‘1411 P111.\ pro football
;I Mick Bednarik, the
final manicure.
Since they won't be able to HA of Fanler of the Falries• "a'
playse.r to plav
tictes,inthcisludinattgerIn600tun,reigutheer8s3
acau
utr
pr
e
Bednarik
offensive$rular
Center and
more than a dozen `.*1,''''tha"
and
during his
amateurs in a field compared to , middle-line-backer
the usual PGA tournament, will 1')49-1%2 pro grid career.
* *
take part in a pitch-and-putt
contest on an adjoining par-3
leader
Instant
Two bedroom house. percourse.
NEW YORK (UPI) - Bill Bradmanent siding. low down
The firing is scheduled to
payment. Easy monthly
begin at 9 a.m. EST and, in 1,.‘. a pro basketball star with
keeping with a long masters I th.t- New York Knicks, was the
terms. Located % miles
tradition, the first twosome oft aptain of the 1904 U.S. 4)1 mfrom New Concord on
the tee will include 87-year-old 1,1c basketball team even though
Highway 444.
Freddy McLeod, the 1908 U.S. :II, was the only collegian on the
For Information
Open champion, and 85-year-old 1,11,a(1, reports the Bheingold
Call (collect)
Jock Hutchison, the 1920 PO'. .i.ort, bureau.
* * *
champ.
Johnny Jones
the ,•field will be cut to the
low 44 scorers and ties, and Jcimpy homer output
Paducah, Kentucky
c
LoLis ((P1)-John Mize
anyone else ;till within
44245F/
strokes of the 36-hole leader ih.d all National league home
after the second round Friday. run hitters with only 28 round.
Sflunneldayt7arrounds,
!rippers in 1039. In 1917. Mize
Thde
an
5l to tie the Pirates' Ralph
no arej
with Satizonaludy.
ly televised (CBS)
blackold as prevailed here prior kmer 1Gr the crown'
By DAVID MOFFIT
'UPI Sporti Writer

,HOUSE
FOR SALE

411/;re to
knout'

to deal these days.
And the Impala you're buying,of course,
got to he America's No. I car, beestme
of all the value features built right in.
Features like flush-and-dry rocker panels
that fight rust. Inner fenders to protect
the outer fenders. Long lasting bias belted
ply tires, steel guard beams in every door,
for added protection, an acrylic lacquer
finish over its solid Body by Fisher.
All of which contributes to Impsla's
traditionally high resale value, tob.
You're getting America's No. 1 car
on sale. The car more people buy-year
after year after year.
How can you beat that?

Impala Custom Coupe

Putting you first,keeps us first. Aletilr

by Charles M. Schulz

(WHAT AM I
NNEl)FEW\ 57;
q6
DON&
OUT HERE

CENTER FIE:?

THIS IS A MALE-DOMINATED GAME...
WHY SHOULD I TAKE ORDERS FROM
,MANAGER? I'M JUST
THAT SIMI
HE 1.6!LAMY5NOOLD I
AS
600D
AS
5TANPOUT HERE tN CENTER FIELD?THI5
IS DEGRADING, AND I RECENT IT!

NOW
WHAT WAS
THAT
9
AU. A8OUT-

re-8

by Ernie Bushmiller

Stay informed by watching Channel 5 News at 6 and 10 PM
It's the No. I spot to watch .. for News, Weather and Sports

THEY DON'T
DO ANY
THESE
RUBBERSUCTION
ARROWS
ARE
GREAT

DAMAGE

7(

%:• •
A (BS AFFIHAIE

When you buy any Impala V8 model
during our "400" Sale, here's how you
can get two popular extras at no extra
charge.
You order your Impala equipped with
a Turbo Hydra-matic transmission, radio,
Comfortilt steering wheel,,front and rear
bumper guards and white stripe tires.
Items you'd probably order anyway.
Then we add our big 400-cubic-inch V8
at 265 hp that runs on regular gas, along
with dual exhausts-both at no charge.
The manufacturer's suggested retail price
including Federal excise tax for the regular
fuel 400 V8 and dual exhausts is $93.75.)
But that's only the beginning. Because
your Chevrolet dealer is really anxious

Peanuts®

$ontet ing?
Lashlee
Keep up to date with Chris Clark. Bob Lobertini, Jerry Goad and John

You save when you buy it.You save when you drive it.

PAGE FOUR
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .
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Tea Shower Is Held
Phone 753-1917 or '753-4947
At Falwell Home
For Shelia Lyons

WEDNES
.D'AY — APRIL I. 1970
Many Types Of Children's Camps May
Be Available; Backyard Is One Of Best

costwise, running
By PATRICIA hiCCORMACK on the scale,
Miss Shelia Kay Lyons, bride
in many places from $60 to
elect of Stephen Spiceland, was
a week.
NEW YORK (UP!)— Getting around $70
the honoree at a delightfully
supersophLsticatec
The
Into the proper camp isn't as
planned tea shower held on Sat
(depending on the extra
as getting into camps
nerve-bending
urday, April 4, between the
services) run $100 a week — and
college yet —but just wait.
hours of two and four o'clock
up.
of
the
era
is
the
This
in the afternoon at the lovely
For those who can't afford
A
see.
you
specialty camp,
country home of Mrs. Otis Palactivity-packed summers
these
child dare not waste his
well.
their children, there's the
summer vacation chasing but- for
The gracious hostesses for the
backyard to consider— made
terflies or doing other nonspecial occasion were Mrs. Cals
camp worthy by a tree house or
as
—such
things
productive
Falwell, Mrs. Tommy Parker,
Wise..-ttsday, April 8
tent made of old blankets.
spending time flat on his back a
The Tow* and Country Home- and Mrs. F. H. Spiceland, Jr.
The adventures, as the
The Wesleyan Circle of
watching clouds.
Miss Lyons chose to wear a
Miss Maxa Joette Walker, First United Methodist Chute makers Club met at the home
imagination, will be unlimited.
stunt
might
inactivity
Such
lovely
pink
knit
LoDale
1626
dress
with
bride-elect of Larry
of Mrs. Audrey Perry,
And it will cost practically
will meet at the home of
child's physical, emotional,
vett, was the honoree at a de- M. P. Christopher, 1504 Jo
Magnolia Drive, on Thursday, pleated skirt and pink accessnothing.
growth.
In
spiritual
mental
and
ories.
She
was
presented a cor- IT'S NOT IRISH LUCK but blending of flavorful lamb an
lightfully planned miscellan- son Boulevard, at 7:30 p.m.
April 2, at seven-thirty o'clock
Your child who stays home
•• •
eous shower held Friday, March
in the evening with Mrs. Lee sage of pink carnations.
vegetables that insures family favor for Dublin Stew this highly competitive society, probably will not develop a
child needs to spend the
Pinkston and Mrs. Doris Hinds
27, in the basement of the
The Murray State Uni
The bride-elect's mother, Mrs.
constructive running start for the rat race,
doing
summer
Seventh and Poplar Church of Women's Society Smo
as cohostesses.
W. A. Lyons, was attired in a
practice for but he'll have fun.
kind
of
as
things
—
Christ.
will be held at the Student
Mrs. Carolyn Ramsey, presi pale blue dress with black ac- There's no blarney about Pour off drippings. Add 2
the
rat race in
into
his
entry
ion ballroom at 6:30 p. m.
cessories. Mrs. Bobby Spiceland, it—lamb stew is tasty food cups water. Cover tightly
The charming hostesses for dish per person is expected. dent, presided, and Mrs. Shir mother of the room-elect,
adulthood.
and
cook
slowly
1
hour.
wore for any family, anytime. But,
Icy Geenens gave the devotio
the prenuptial occasion were
• ••
At most camps, in addition to
al reading from Proverbs 31:30, a blue dress with navy access- to do St. Pat's Day up right,
Miss Marilyn Gilbert and Miss
You cannot rain your
The Pottertown Homemak
Both mothers were pre- this culinary inspiration of
or the specialty (drama, ballet,
ories.
carrots
diced
day
was
cup
thought
for
the
Add
1
The
Nita Atkins.
Club will meet at the Hollda "In this day of gathering sented white carnation corsages. the Irish is a menu must. rutabaga and 1 large onion, music, home building, art, eyes by overusing them but
taking off weight, putting On
long hours of reading or
Inn at ten am. gloom, there are four things Mrs. Don Spiceland greeted Its appeal is not 1
to sliced. Cover and coolA__40_
Miss Walker chose to wear
•••
may
television
then
It),
watching
you
name
weight-1aguests
and
kept
the
the
your
hands:
registmeat
you
can
do
with
until
utes more or
those a-wearie the green,
. atiiiifrom her trousseau a grass
uncomfeel
to
sports
—
them
water
cause
Homemak- Wring them, fold them, put er.
land
and
are
all
(7oneord
-New
and vegetables ire tender.
green knit dress trimmed in
including baseball, golf, tennis, fortably tired, according to
Cub will meet at the.home them in your pockets, or lay
Mrs. Danny Pittman and Mrs.
white with navy blue accessor- trs
authorities. While
Meat expert Reba Staggs,
vision
swimBanff at OM them on some job that needs Tommy Parker presided at the
al
Mrs.
Lanes
by sift- football, sailing, fishing,
dumplings
Prepare
ies. Her corsage, gift of the
GAL
serving table. Refreshments of home economist with the ing together 1 cup flour, 1% ming, archery, horsemanship, eyestrain won't do permaGoing.
hostesses, was of white carnat• ••
nent harm, it does make
Each of the nineteen mem- white cake with pink and green National Live Stock and teaspoons baking powder and darts, hiking.
ions.
eyes burn and tear and
The Harris Grove Elomemak bers answered the roll call by trim, nuts, and fruit punch were Meat Board, recommends
the
camp
is
The
migratory
% teaspoon salt. Combine
look bloodshot, and someThe honoree opened her era Club will meet at the home telling the nicest thing an adult served from the beautifully ap- slow simmering of lamb with with 1 beaten egg,% cup milk, newest, This is a camp that
times causes headaches.
many lovely gifts including the of Mrs. Walsrie Lewis at one ever did for her. It was voted pointed table overlaid with - a the vegetables to develop the 1 tablespoon lard (melted) moves from place to place —a
An ice-cold compress and
p.m.
avoan
mountains,
hostesses,
a
week
hand
crocheted
the
the
cloth. Center- beat in flavor.
week in
gift from
to contribute $3.00 to Friends of
•••
and I/4 cup of chopped piintermissions
Then
so
on.
sea,
and
cado electric can opener.
by
the
the Library. Mrs. Ramsey was ing the table was a floral armiento and stir in only until
help
W2iflasic)
h
nal alleviate these
The Arts and Crafts Club will asked to model for the club at rangement of pink carnations
there are the camps that °
Dredge 2 pounds of bone- mixed. Drop dumplings by
symptoms. Another eyecare
Refreshments of white wedd- meet at the home of Mrs. Ron- the bobby show and luncheon and baby's breath. Crystal canstretch from coast to coast —
tip: Never stare directly
ing cookies, mints, and frosted ald W. Churchill at 2:30 pm on April 10.
dle holders were placed at each less lamb, cut in 144-inch tablespoonfuls on hot stew. getting from here to there in a
4 cup Cover and cook slowly 20
cubes, in mixture of 1/
into the sun when it is in
pink punch were served at the with Mrs. Pauline Soft& as
of
the
table
with
end
pink
bus,
cross-okuntry
The lesson, "Put New Life
eclipse. And never stare diflour, 11
/
2 teaspoons salt, 1/8 minutes. Cook frozen peas Boy Scout and Girl Scout
table overlaid with a white lin- hostess.
In Your Bathroom," given by burning candles.
•••
rectly into the sun, even
package).
Repepper
and
IA
tea.(10
ounce
-teaspoon
en cloth and centered with a
The
many
pretty
and
useful
camps probably are the least
with sunglasses. Its rays
The ladies day luncheon wL.1 Mrs. Donna Story, was Most In- gifts were • displayed including spoon basil. Then brown move dumplings. Add peas. expensive— around $26 a week
grouping or white wedding
new
of
told
She
teresting.,
can burn your retinas. If
meat on all sides in 3 table- Thicken stew with flour, if in many localities.
bells accented with green ivy. be served at the Calloway Counthe
bride-elect's
chosen
patterns
you forget this advice, you
ty Country Club at noon. Hos- trends and, in some instances, of pottery, silver, and crystal. spoons lard or drippings. necessary. 6 to 8 servings. The YMCA camps are next
may be blinded.
Those attending or sending teases are Mesdames James E. a renewing cif former styles, Approximately fifty persons
gifts were Misses Wende Flood, Allbritten, Hugh Houston, Bax- such as, the return of shower called or sent gifts during the
curtains over the tub, repiac
Emily Belote, Betty Jo Ward, ter Bilbrey, Gaylord Forrest,
afternoon.
Jennifer Taylor, Shirley Reed- B. Howton, Nat Ryan Hughes. .ne the glass enclosure.
S's
gave
a
Piontek
Mrs.
Sally
er, Deborah Kavanaugh, Kathy George E. Overbey, 0. P. Valtalk
on
deninformative
Koenen, Debbie Watson, Lynne entine, Jack White, and Freed most
Simmons, Lynn Watson, and Callum. Bridge will be played tal hygiene for the entire famMarilyn Kay Parks, the hono- starting at 0:30 a.m. with Mrs. ily. Using props, she demonree, and the hostesses.
Wells Purdom, Sr., and Mrs, strated the proper way to brush
Wells Purdom, Jr., as hostesses. teeth.
Craft for the evening was
• ••
presented by Mrs. Eva Hopkins On Saturday afternoon, Mardi
Thursday, April 9
the making of yarn-trimmed 28, Miss Jacquelyn Miller, bride
Dexter Homemakers
The
elect of Gary Gamlin, was
Club will meet at the home el burlap throw pillows.
Dessert, coffee and soft honored with a gift tea in the
Mrs. Marion Flood at 9:30 a. Ia.
• ••
drinks were served by the hos- home of Mrs. Ewell Orr of
The Cumberiand Presbyterian tesses.
Puryear. Co-hostesses were Mrs.
Members present were Mes- Joe Orr, and Mrs. J. T. Dale.
Women of the North Pleasant'
Easy-Care Work-Savers
Bartholomy,
Jo
Mary
dames
Grove Church will meet at the
Miss Miller wore a deep pink
in New Kitchen Colors
home of Mrs. Edwin Cain at Martha Eoix, Jacki Fuqua, Shir- crepe dress with a corsage of
Icy Geenens, Geneva Giles, Ve- white carnations, presented
1:30 p.
to
• ••
rona Grogan, Doris Hinds, El a! her by the
hostesses.
Hopkins, Dot Jones, ¢erial.it
The Westaitle
Receiving the guests with Miss
bottough, Peg Moffett, Audrey
Club will meet at the home
Miller and Mrs. Orr were airs.
b
Mn. Charles Coicanso at 133, Perry. Mee Pinkston,
Hivyt MUler,--ntocher a the biSeetek, Carolyn Ramsey, Donna
11
p. m.
Gamlin,
elect,
and
Mrs.
Dorris
•••
Story, Bernice Wallin, Penny
mother of the bridegroom-to-be.
Grove 126 of the Woodmen of Warren, and Cuby Weydener.
Guests were served by Mrs.
Guest
for
the
evening
WES
the World will meet at the
Jerry McElroy and Mrs. Rani
mother
of
Doris
Nealis,
Mrs.
Woman's Club House at 0:X1
Adams from a table covered in
Carol McDonough.
p. m.
•••
The next meeting will be held pink overlayed with white lace.
Centering the table was a lovely
YOUR
The Welcome Wagon New- on May 7, at 7:30 p.m. in the
CHOICE
comers Club will meet at the home of Mrs. Bernice Wallin, bride flanked by burning pink
candles.
1619 Loch Lomond Drive, with
After
the
guests
were
Values to 1.99
ommunity Center at 730 p Mrs. Jacki Fuqua and Mrs. Bilregistered by Miss Janet Orr,
lie Price as cosbostesses..
m.
-TOP WASTE SIN
SWIMS
•
•••
they were showed the large array
• ••
Always Covered — Always
Neat' 25-RI C•P•cdY
of
gifts
by
Jerry
Dunn,
Mrs.
Mrs.
The Hazel Woman's Club will
• /110-SNAC LAUNDRY
Michael Gallirnore and Mrs.
meet at the club room at
BASKET
Rodney White.
Easy Clean — Lughl to
yen p. m..
Carry 1,g-bu5hel soze
•••
• RECTA/OCULAR
The Dorothy Group of the
Mrs. Allen McCoy opened her
WASTEBASKET
Fns Ordinary Grocery
First Baptist Church WMS will home for the meeting of the
Bag' 26-co CaPIC,tY
meet at the home of Mrs. Lloyd Lottie Moon Group of the Wo
• E4 POUR. 100-11PLASH
Jacks at 9:30 a. m.
'PAIL
man's Missionary Society of the
15-qt capacity
• ••
First Baptist Church held on
•
TWIN-STYLE DISHPAN
The
Woman's Missionary Monday, April 6, at seven-thirty
F Smgloor Doubip S,r4
Society of the Elm Grove Bap- o'clock in the evening. Mrs.
Nothong to runt,fsstl,r1q to mar,
lOtt9-1•11Ong piaSh<
tist Church will meet at the Glen Hodges was cohostess.
on decorator colors
Mrs. Wanda Lee Parker and
house of Mrs. Alvin Futrell at
"Examples in Fruit Bearing
1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Walton in Taiwan" was the theme of Howard Eugene Whitaker Jr.
Fulkerson as the leader.
the program presented with were united in marriage March
•••
Mrs. Calvin Morris as the lead- 15, at United Methodist Church
She was assisted by Mrs. In Sandy Hook. The Rev. J. H.
er.
The Lynn Grove Elementary Earl Warlord.
Godsey performed the doubleSchool PTA will meet at the
Miss Frances Brown, group ring ceremony.
school at 7:30 p.m. Plans for leader, presided at the meeting.
the Mule Pulling on April 73 Mrs. Calvin Morris, secretaryThe bride is the daughter of
will be made.
treasurer, gave her report! Amos Burks of Almo, and the
. ' •••
SmOlF 014
dosled
the
James
Ward
Mrs.
Late Mrs. Jessie_ bunks. Mr.
004.01.t INN
The South Murray Homemak- ing prayer.
Whitaker
is
the
only
son
of
Mr.
ers Club will meet at the home
Other members present were
of Mrs. James Witherspoon, 301 Mesdames Codic Caldwell, T. C. and Mrs. Howard E. !Whitaker
BENfIFFtANKUISU
of
Paducah.
South 6th Street, at one p.m.
Kerlick,
Clinton
Collie,
Louis
•
•
•
Rowlett, Murray Turner, and
Mrs. Whitaker- is a graduate
Annual Day will be held by
Henry Warren. IC guest was of Murray High School and is
the Calloway County Homemak- Mrs. J. Homer Miller.
employed by _Overstreet Bait
ers Club at the Murray WoOUR EVERY DAY
Refreshments were served House.
man's Club House at ten am. during the social hour.
LOW, LOW PR‘lCal
Reservations for the luncheon
Mr. Whitaker is a graduate of
may be made by Wednesday by Drive, at 1:80 p. a.
*SS
Paducah Tilghman High School
calling the Extension Office
The Waiting Wives Club will and is employed by Grover C.
753-1452.
PERMANENT PRESS
Pinch Pleated
• ••
have a supper meeting at the Watkins, Inc.
home of Mrs. Carol Farris, 901
Friday. April le
BOY'S and GIRL'S
Fiberglass
Mrs. %Whitaker's two children,
48 x 63
The North Murray lionsernak- Sunny Lane, at 6:30 p. us. For
Robin
Ann
and
Michael
home
at
the
information
will
meet
call
ers Club
753-7342 o:
Wayne,
were among the guests attendof Mrs Hallett Dunn, Fairlane 753-3147 after five p. a.
Antique Satin 48 x 84
ing the wedding.
SHEER BEAUTY
- The couple will make their
Woven stripes and prints.
Tier Sets
AQUA NET
home on Shaffer Road, Paducah
58 x 36
Rt. 2.
Reg. AN
Sizes 1-6X
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Mrs. Audrey Perry
Hostess For Town
And Country Club

Maxa Joette Walker
Complimented With
Bridal Shower

WE DOZE

Cure For Bleary Eyes

Bridal Tea Is Held
In Compliment To
Jacquelyn Miller

BEN FRANKLIN

DOWNTOWN, MURRAY

LOW

LOW

gifeekt

PRIM

ROOM SIZE

PLASTIC
OUSEWARE
SPECIALS!

R S

VALUES TO $12.44

Parker-Whitaker
Vows Are Said
In Sandy Hook

$8.88

SLOPPY 10

BULK

LOW

Clothes Pins

LOW
PRICES

'\ REG. 12
for lac

Drapes

HAI!
'

SPRAY

—

N -O-T -I-C-E

—

CYPRESS SPRINGS RESTAURANT
OVERLOOKING BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE

WILL BE OPEN EVERY DAY
EXCEPT TUESDAY
Serving . .
KY. LAKE CATFISH • BROASTED CHICKEN
COUNTRY HAM • STEAKS and SHORT ORDERS

4

COOKIES

$14.44

First Dress
at Regular
Price .
Second Dress
at Price
Save Now!

Downtown Murray
Open • to 5:30
Fri. 1 to 1:00 p.m.

I

SPECIAL

Lottie Moon Circle
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Allen McCoy

Open Your
Own . .
Charge Account

Limit 0

VALUES TO $23.88

gip

Price
Dress
Sale!

WIENERS

Cypress Springs Restaurant
New Concord, Kit

Phone 436 5496

490

BOXER SHORTS

330

Decorator Osier

Tomato Fish
Lightly flour fish fillets,
dip in tomato sauce and
coat with breading Deep
fry at 350 degrees. For va.
riety, to one quart of tomato- sauce may be added:
One teaspoon each of(-rumbled basil and dry mustard;
or two teaspoons crumbled
tarragon: lir one teaspoon
each celery seed and onion
powder: or one tca,p,,nn
curry powder

BEN FRANKLIN

DOWNTOWN
"Come to Ben Franklin .. Shop Where Your
--

0('l N

Neighbors Shop"

MI=

8: 50 5:00
Friday -

- 9:(

fir il.lv

8: 30 -6:00

CRACKERS

PACES VIVI

IIIE

LLD6ER

&

TIMES —

MURRAY. ILIINTIJOILT

WEDNESDAY

dog
to

Ready To Go

brd
ors
the
Me

1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

1 Or

the
ted.
ally
me

a
Lee,

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

yes

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

Lb•980

590
5/$1.00

Beef
Pork

Lb

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE

OPEN 24 In. A OAT 7 DAYS A WEEK

tt.S.D.A. INSPECTED
WHOLE

to
ke
ad
te-

BEE-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right To Limit.

ur
ut
or
ay

la-

BAR.13.0

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get

stee
dra
aod

Lie

APRIL 8. 1970

4

ad
as
se
re
iy
in
en
ys
UM

•

'
WIENERS "
11 "
1

12 oz. Pkg. 54

•Chita
SHORTENING
79c

Limit One

3 lb. CAN
:
7
3

COOKIES

oz. ci
Boxes 41

Lara Lynn
Salad Sweet Frozen

ORANGE
joEs

Kelly's

39C

BREAD
CRACKERS

Lara Lynn

EGGS

12 OZ. PKG 490

Limit 2

Reelfoot Choice

Fine

For Bar-B-0
LB.

Doz.

affu

Kelly's

Chops

43
3 Cafg'S1

with beans

LB.

Morton

CREAM PIES

E. 29'

/
1
2 Gal.

BEEF STEW

8 oz. $ 1
Pkgs.

15 oz.
3 Cans $1

Lykes

Hyde Park

BISCUITS

415 oz.S1
Cans

Limit 6

c

8 oz Can

Del Monte

16 oz. Box 29C

Ruby Red

Sacramento

TOMATO -a

20 oz. $1
Bottles

Lb.

SAUCE'Oc
8 oz. Can

Lynn Grove Grade A Large

All Meat

3 oz. Jar 890

20 oz Loaf

Lb. 59C

Reelfoot Choice

i
F ist
ie
lfly
Del Monte

Butternut

S11011E14011 sliced

ENGLISH CUT LB.

Lb.

89
c
5
15 oz. Can

CHUCK ROAST
19
C
UN
FRYT
STER
AKY
LB 84
ArrORY
WIENERS
CHOCK STEAK
69c
59
19:10
LOIN
SA
US
19
DelMonte AGE
JUICE
34C5anosz$1
Hoste
5
ICE CREAM
4
STICKS _
FRUIT COCKTAIL
liisie TANT TEA
CATSUP
3
GRAPEFRUIT
6,
04
4
Sweet
4:
0 PORK

C
6::

SLOPPY

REELFOOT CHOtCE BEEF

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS —

2 24
L BS

FRUIT COCKTAIL Libby Lo Cal

4

c
1 5ar?z-$1

VELVETTA
CHEESE
2 Lb Bo $119
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Math Errors Wall Street CMZENS URGED
TO HOLD CENSUS
Will Deity
Chatter
FORMS FOR TAKER
Tax Refunds

Hospital Report

Kentuckians Reach For Brooms
And faint Brushes To Clean-Up

&

ADULTS 9'1
NURSERY 1
APRIL 5, 1970

TRANzrowr, Ky. — National locus an a cleaner ammomeat is causing Kentuckisiu
everywhens to sit up, take notice, and reach for a broom
and pint brush.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn set the
pace by peiclaraning April as
Nassen-Up and Beautificetioe
Month" an Keetaicky.
Those in charge of dean-up

1 and beautification program nes
DISMISSALS
there has been an unusuali
Large number of requests toe
NEW YORK (UPI)— The
Allen McCuiston, New Coninformation oe bow to organmarket has been backing and
LOUISVILLE,
KY.
—
So
tar
cord; William H. Miller, Rte. 2,
Lze cleae-up activities.
District Manager Miss Anita
this yew 10,057 income tax re- filling ever since the brief rally
Willie= R. Nash, director of Hazel; Mrs. Gunhild Yarbrough, funds of Kentucky taxpayer" Inspired by the prime rate cut. Brown reports good progress in
Apts.
Murray;
Embassy
C-1,
the Divon of Cleass-Up and
have been delayed becaum of However, Alexander Hamilton this area of the 1970 Census of
Beautification, said "It looks Mrs. Linda Roach, Rte. 4, Mur- mathematical errors, Robert Institute observes, the underly- Population and Housing. Census
J.
now like the number of cities ray; Mrs. Orpba Keel, 1409 Dath, District Director for Rare ing trend seems to be upward. takers started the house-to-house
and counties participating will Sycamore, Murray; Edward Tho- tacky said today.
It recommends that investors canvass April 1 to pick up the
exceed the 110 that conduct- mas, 130e Peggy Ann Dr., Muruse near-term rallies to dispose filled-out questionnaires distribyear.
projects
last
Miss
Brenda
ray;
90,
Hall,
Box
red anti-later
Under the IRS Automatic Data o I questionable speculative uted earlier by the Post Office.
said,
encouraged,
he
Hall
Woods
MSU,
Murray; Orvin Proceesing system,
We are
compueters stocks selling at high price"by the many coMIZIAMlitiad that Hutson, Box 123, Murray; Mrs. verify mathematical
computa- earnings ratios and anticipate a The District Manager pointed
yeseround pro- Sharon Houser and Baby Boy,
have set up
tions. When an error is detect- pickup in the economy during out that residents can speed up
gram with longrenge goals for Rte. 1, Farmington; Cohen Stu- ed. IRS must determine
quarters. the big count by having their
the
improvement in all aspects of bblefield, 601 Sycamore, Mur- correct tax before a refund can the second and third
questionnaires filled out and reaPIthaihal sopearance."
ray; Mrs. Lillie M. Anderson, be issued.
dy for the census takers. This
Kash mid his staff is work- Rte. 7, Murray; James Conway,
ing overtime to provide assist- 906 E. College St., Mayfield;
fundamentals
and action will save time for both
As a result of these mathe- Forget
ance to communities that re--Mrs. Mary Turner, 802 No. 19th matical errors, Mr. Dath said. news for a while, says Hoppin the householder and the census
quests heei with planning MAI Se, Murray; Mrs. Brenda Love- some taxpayers will receive s Bros. & Co. Purely technical taker, the District Manager said.
Answers should be made in
community improvement camHardin; Robert Owen, 1515 mall refund than they ant., and psychological forces are
of
storehouse
Libraries, the
pencil
so that if a mistake is
Patinamotivating
while
the
market at
others will reCardinal Dr„ Murray; Mrs.
books of lonniriedire, ere feelFrankmade, it can be erased. Most
ing more serringly the pressure The Divisioe office in
Bettye Bridges, Rte. 1, Murray. ceive e larger one. In some present. "Some of the most
distributed a supply
oases, tartrayers who made ma- astute professionals, along with answers are to be made by blainaintintAil dwelt In Miler. fort has
of 100,000 Dae'l Broome litterthematical errors will be billed the most naive- amateurs" cking in a tiny circle beside the
DOC
for additional taxes.
equate the performance of the right answer. This makes a black
IncrelanNI premInue from the bags. Dan'! Broome is a car- ADULTS 105
Of the fuel 464,523 returns Dow-Jones industrial average dot which can be read by an elecpopulation explosion, prolonga- toon character who has been NEWBORN 2
processed so far at the IRS Cen- with that of the whole stock tronic device at the Census Buree
tion of education, increase in Kentucky's clean-up campaign APRIL
4,1970
tral Service Center, many types market and are waiting for the an, which will, in turn, speed up
continuieg adult educational symbol more 1960 when the
of errors other than methanol, average to push above 800 the processing of the informaand vocaticami training are some first statewide beautification
DISMISSALS
ical have been cleteieted. In many before they will believe the tion.
of the changes that have made progrem began.
cases, Dr. Dath said, these have bear market
it difficult to provide the much
has ended, the
Ronald Hale, Rte. 5, Murray; also led to refund delays.
At every fifth household, the
needed library service for the TKACZUK MVP
firm
notes,
"Once
this mechaMiss
Vicki
L.
Ross, 403 North
A total of 2,706 failed to
nation.
census taker asks additional qunistic
bugaboo
is
removed
from
1st
St., Murray; Mrs. Deborah sign their return. Every tax reR is the children who will
NEW YORK (UPI)-- Center
the minds of the people who estins covering population and
bear the brunt of the lack of Walt Tkaczuk, the New York Darnell and Baby Boy, Rte. 4, turn must be signed and two
have
money to invest, the housing characteristics which
additional monies for libraries Rangers' leading scorer, re- Murray; Mrs. Judith Evans and signatures are required for a
restoration
of confidence can are being asked of a 20 percent
urn. Nnsigned returns
in the nation. With 40,000 scho- ceived an award as the team's Baby Girl, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. joint
sample of tpe population.
ols without libraries in 1970, Most Valuable Player from Arlefie Adams and Baby Girl, have to be sent back to taxpay- follow easily," it says.
how can we refuse to give ev- members of the working press, Rte. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. Mary Bo- ers. for Jignature before reA sustained advance seem
ery cciraideration to this es- and Jean Ratelle, another gard, Rte. 1, Murray; Dewey funds can be processed.
The District Manager emphasiti:mai need? We must some- Ranger center,
D. Crass, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Mr. Dath 'asked taxpayers to unlikely at this time, says..TP zed that all information about inwas named by
use the Form 1040 pre-address- Inc. Most stocks it notes
how cammunicate to the pubstill dividuals and their homes furnihis teammates to get the player Lillie Melton (To Conv,), Lynn- ed name
lice this probkm. A communWhet that came with must undergo a lengthy period shed to the Census Bureau is held
ville; Roy Holcomb, 721 Nash
award
for
consecutive
the
third
their blank return. Use of the of adjustment before
ity's mirk of quality own be
Drive, Murray.
turning in absolute confidence under FedLabel allows IRS to process the decisvely upward.
justifiably preduicted in its in- year.
Some of the eral law. It is used only to protenet in good library programs.
return more speedily than those leading glamor
stocks, howev- vide summary figures such as
ARCADIA, Calif. (UP!).- TO CONDUCT SERVICES
National library Week for
without name labels.
er, have performed well recent- totals, averages, and percenta1970 is April 12-le Only one Quicken Tree and Fiddle Isle
The label contains informa- ly and could
provide some ges • The information about indivWASHINGTON (UPI)— The
week of the year is officially finished for a dead heat for
tion vita to the processing of buoyancy;
in
an
erratic
market. iduals cannot be examined by any
place
in
first
the
$125,000
San
set aside to Wing the needs of
Rev. John Huffman, 29, Pres- the return including name, ad- The firm
recommends
purcho- one other than census employees
Capistrano
Invitational ident Nixon's paster in Key dress, and Social Security numlibraries to the public. We sho- Juan
ses in selectively strong equi- who are sworn to secrecy, and
uld work for good libraries Handicap. Fort Marcy was Biscayne, Fla., will conduct ber. Taxpayers who detect an
ties which have maintained thus cannot be used for investieach day of the year. What are third and Hitchcock next in the religious services at the White error on the label should corgation, taxation, or regulation.
major uptrends.
four-horse finish.
rect it on the label itself.
esi doing?
House April 19.

NO LONG HAIR

TRUCK KILLS SEVEN

LONDON (LTD— The British
Defense Ministry refused Monday night to bend with the
times and let soldiers wear
their hair long.
Roy Hattersley, the Defense
Ministry's minister for administration, told the House of
Commons short hair is essential
because of a need for "industrial safety and general appearance."

ADDIS ABABA (HP1)-- A
truck overturned outside the
residence of Ernperior Halle
Selassie Monday, killing seven
of the emperor's imperial
guards and injuring 71 other
persons.
The Ethiopian News Agency
said the truck was taking the
guards and other employes
home for lunch when the
accident occurred.

U.S. GOV.

Next Week
Is National
Library Week

8:30 am. to 5:15 p.m.
Open Friday Night

8:00

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

STOP, SHOP,
AND

10 LIMIT QUANTITIES
EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE

4

r

FAMILY SIZE — REG.

•

Reg.
'1.05

S'AVE

Murray

William B. Hobbs
INCOME TAX SERVICE
— 10 Years Experience

$5

6 3, 4 oz.

00
up

203 South 5th Street

All Work Guaranteed
Weekdays 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 - 5:00
No Appointment Necessary
Telephone 753-6063

Gillette
RAZOR BAND

TEOIMATId

Adjustable
REG. $1.00

art/i1SCOIOUIISIltCATI

HEMORRHOIDS?
relieve pain,itching and burning...
Anusol
rujeor
suppositories

--sate 500

-Mite Rain_
HOLDS
EVEN IN
THE
RAIN

New Tduch Top
Regular, Extra Hold
and Unscented

SI 49

MARYLAND CL

POLIDENT DENTURE CLEANSER
Box of 40 tablets with rya%
$1.00 Value Denture BafA1
l24-oz. box

EATWELL

THE GREAT
HAIR COLOR
ROBBERY

g6„,.
BRECIC
Hair Color

Shampoo In Hair Color'. .. 12 Great Shades!
with Breck Conditioning

66t

1

JERGENS LOTION
Reg.
'1.69

Sale

960

MIDLAND SOLID STATE RADIO

12 1 2

3- Speaker, Built-In Antenna,
Automatic Volume Control
# 11-30

Reg. 49'

Sale

ETERGENT

FAMILY SIZE PLASTIC BOTTLE
WITH DISPENSER - 14i-oz.

APPIAN WAY PIZZA

88

TALL CAN

Sale18

Reg. 12.25

AND SAVE ON
ALL YOUR HEALTH
AND BEAUTY AIDS PURCHASES

THE DUAL ACTION ANTI PERSPIRANT
WITH RESERVE "DRY POWER"

Sale

78

4

Bieck todc the 12 great shades Iro-n
the leading makers of hair cdor and
added Bieck conditioners

SHOJP AT

5-DAY STA-DRY DEODORANT
8-oz.
Spray

59c

Sale

PAY LESS

Sale

Reg.
1.79

Reg.
11.09

1.28

Reg.
'2.09
Value

Bottle of 50
Reg. 96'

dtm Mawr

t-Os. Plastic Bottle

size

Sale

For Fast, Fast Pain Relief!

te;

CREAM RINSE

Reg.
32°2‘ .19

7%

Sale

13 oz.

illarlf MIN

88c

WHITE RAIN HAIR SPRAY

-

HAIR SPRAY

Sale

SC
REG. $1.19

56

- Sale

LISTERINE
Mouthwash
11011110or

sr

NEW MINT

sr-rnr-

Packs
of 12
Reg.'1.49

FREEZE
AMBUR
RANGE
HUCKW
UTH.W ASH

pepsoden
TOOM Pun

Northsi
Shopo
Cente

FLA.

OR

I

29

Reg.'9.95

Sale $6.19
•••

Lady Vanity
Electric Hair Setter
14 Curlers in assorted sizes. Re
plicement guarantee if defective in one year

4,J
Reg.'16.95

Sale

$8.98

8:30 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.

NAIL CLIPPER

art.

Sale

rAWZaiii
DISGOUNT
AST SIDE OF THE SQUARE

Murray

Open Friday Night

8:00

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE
.014,‘

4

JIM ADAMS- I GA

Northside
Shopping
Center

This ad good through Tuesday, April 14.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

- U.S. GOV. INSPECTED

itiE6sON
STORE COOKED

BEEF
FREEZE DRIED COFFEE IGA4 QZ. JAR 97c.
HAMBURGER
ta.

BUNS 'GA pirG.0,8

29c

I9A FROZEN2 oz.
JUICE

FRESH

FIRST IN FINE MEATS

FRYE
WHOLE RS

ORANGE

CAN

LB 69 CHICKEN
BR
EA
ST
S
CHICKEN LB 59c
'
4
9
c
PATTIES 10/S100

LB.

200Z.
3/s1N
DRINK
GAL' 49c
3/5100
KRAFT10 OZ. 21c
2/33c
SUNSHINE
TABLER
ITE
IHEEZ-IT "MACARONI
CHEESE
CRACKERS DINNER
10 OZ BOXr Cr 578(c)) 1.00
BOX
99
SHORTENING
JIM ADAM
FRUIT PIES
ICE MILK 'GA
)i
MARSHMELLOWS
PIE CRUST MIX 'GA
IGA

ORANGE G

GAL

WOUTH-WASH
PEA
NUT
SC
OP
E
BUTTER
REG. $1.19
Lb.
Jar
89
c
71 ARYL AND CLUB
S IGA STORE POLICY
GAME
STAM
NO
S
PS
NO
COFFEE1 LB.CAN
NO SY° FORCED PURCHASES
69
HUCKWAGON STEAK

10/s1(4

BIG CHIEF

•

2

"13

SNO-DRIFT
8 CAN 69c

JUST LOW PRICES !

.EATWELL

Northside
Shopping
Center

MARTHA WHITE

GERBER STRAINED

PINK TEXSUN

BUSH TURNIP BABY FOOD GRAPEFRUIT
PEENS
JUI
Cc
n
2/39c
49c 3°3" i0c
7c 4ZCV .37C
GAIN
FRENCH
FRI
ES
BISCUITS
BAG
LB.
GIANT SIZE6
3/89c
N6/49c
CA' AGE
ORANGES
LEMONS
LETTUCE
c
'LB BAG49c
10c
DOZ.39

MACKEREL FLOUR
TALL CAN
5 LB. BAG

Unsweetened

•

#ETERGENT

FROSTY ACRES

IGA

8

FRESH

FLA

FL A.

FRESH, CRISP

HEAD

Store OPEN 24 nours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the __tape that counts!
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Brevard County—Once Fast Growing
End Of Space Boom Spells Disaster Highly Trained Specialists
For Mississippi Test Facility On Coast Must Find Work At Unskilled
—Now In The Throes Of Recession
Know The Effect
NASA's Henry F. Auter,
deputy manager at the site, and
BAY ST. LOUIS, Miss. (UPI) GE's John R. Picard, general
— The grim reminders of a manager of the MTF operations
disaster called Hurricane C. team, imam all too well the
mille abound in this little effect the shutdown will have
county seat on the Mississippi on both the men who lose their
jobs and the communities they
Gulf coast.
Tall pines lie snapped in half. leave.
The communities will lose
Household goods rust amid the
abandoned rubble of brick and some of their most civicBright new minded citizens. Some small
homes.
wood
shingles dot the roofs of many businesses will fail for lack of
structures left standing by the customers. Worse yet, the
killer storm that roared inland Vorns will be left without much
County last of the tax income they badly
Hancock
over
need to pay off the debts
August.
Now a new disaster— econom- caused by their expansion.
In Picayune, Mayor Granville
ic, rather than natural-looms
over this poorest county of the Williams and City Manager A.
poorest state in the igloo. J. Reed estimate their commitSpawned by the decline of the nity of 11,000 will lose 800
space program, it threatens to
make the task of erasing
Camille's scars all the harder. economy," Reed said. "There's
The Mississippi Test Facility !no doubt about it. Our city has
(MTF), a checkout range kir never defaulted on its bond
America's Saturn 5 moon debts, but I don't know 'tat we
rockets and the only major will do now."
Picard pledged to his ememployer in this area, is about
ployes he would try as his
ti' work itself out of bm
Only six more Saturn stages "number one objective to
generate 500 jobs in the next
remain to be test tired..
two years for MTF from the
To Be Shut Down
At the end of this year, under Department of Defense." An
current National Aeronautics Army contract for research in
and Space Administration handling hazardous materials
plans, the rocket range that already has provided 65-70 of
brought space age prosperity to them, he said.,
Job Hopes
Hancock County in 1963 will
Auter hangs his big jobAmakshut down.
Its present work force of ing hopes lia.4 progx)sal now
2,334 will drop to a mere 250, being studied by President
the minimum needed to keep Nixon— although not yet apinstallation- loader proved or given any funcifilg— to
the
up
turn part of the site into a
"mothballed" conditions.
With no new rocket test national environmental center
programs in sight for several for air and water pollutioo
years and nowhere else to work studies. This proposal has won
at the MTF area, most of the strong endorsement from Misalmost 2,000 who will lose their sissippi officials.
., the Manned Spacecraft
jobs must move elsewhere in
C miter in Houston, the bursting
search of work.
Their departure and the loss f the-space age boom has left
of the $30.6 million annual hardly a trace.
The economy of the space
payroll from MTF, according to
a recent General Electric center region is tightly intersurvey of the area, "would be woven with the economy of
the local metropolitan Houston. Future
catastroPik
to
growth le_the area depends as
eeestemy,"

moon or more on the expansion
of Houston proper and the
development of nearby Bayport,
a new shipping and Industrial
complex, as it does on the
space program.
For the center itself, headquarters for the astronauts,
mission control and the derelopment of manned spacecraft
— the future seems promising.
Seven more moon landings
and three flights with the
station
are
space
skylab
1974. NASA
LW
planned
officials also have promised
Houston a major role in
developing the reusable space
shuttle for the late 1970s.

Jobs Because Of NASA Cutback

community, Brevard would be the Air t orce which operates
faced with an economic fate the eastern test range. In 1967,
just as severe.
the number was 26,000.
But the picture is not all "When I came here in 1964,
By JOSEPH ST. AMANT
last September on the wave of
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)—
an 8 per cent per omal cut,
Brevard County, Fla., was the black. Tourism is increasing we had 700 people," said A. 11,
LOS ANGELES (UPD_ The With money saved and a loan fastest growing county in the with the help of the moonport's Pitard, personnel manager here
man who taught the astronauts from relatives, Jimenez ac- nation 10 months ago. Today it Increasingly popular tours and for the Boeing Co., one of the
how to handle the controls on quired a franchise for a Tastee Is in the throes of recession, the businessmen expect a shot In contractors hardest hit by the
the Apollo moonship is running Freez stand in the tiny suburb victim of a space boom that the arm from the opening of cutbacks. "We went up to 5,000
Disney World 50 miles east of and I was on the hot seat to fill
an ice cream stand.
of Brea in northern Orange has run out of fuel.
ions, Now we're going back
Another highly trained en. County,
Thousands of space workers here late next year.
Drairing Retired People
Not Happy
gineer who taught America's
down." Boeing now has about
have lost their jobs and more
spacemen all about the docking "I don't want to exaggerate," layoffs are coming. For many, Brevard's pleasant climate, 1,750 workers here and that
system in their vehicles is he said, "but I've been working the ax fell while they celebrat- Its beaches and the availability number is in a "gradual
selling camper trucks.
16 hours a day and sometimes ed the safe return of Apollo 11's of housing at 1965-vintage decline."
A gas station owner goes longer. I've lost 30 Founds. I'm moon landing pioneers last prices are drawing retired
people and second-home buyers For a while, some companies
broke and has to close shop,
just trying to make a living. I July.
were able to relocate many of
A hamburger stand operator could have stayed in aerospace Homes by the hundreds are to the area.
their workers in other plaits
throws in the towel.
if I'd been willing to leave for sale in the moonport's Other industries, attracted by
These are some of the grass Southern California but I want backyard, office buildings that the skilled labor pool, available across the nation. But the
roots effects in California nto live around here. That was once hummed with some of the housing and office space) are aerospace industry is in trouble
following cutbacks in defense my career. It was more most exciting work in the world exploring the possibility of almost everywhere today and
job openings have dried up
When a man are vacant, people are wonder- moving into Brevard.
spending and the phasing out of challenging.
the Apollo space program,
enjoys what he does, -bat's Leg if they will be next to go.
Twenty years ago, the 72-mile
Offices Space Hurt
Recession Has Arrival
'what he should be dolor,.
The coed/wide work force long, 18-mile wide coastal strip
In the aerospace industry, a Ed Schreiber, who was in the has dropped from 100,800 In called Brevard was a sleepy The cutbacks have hit office
recession or even depression same department as Jimenez 1968 to 94,900. Many engineers farmland known primarily for buildings particularly
hard.
has arrived,
and was an instructor on and technicians are leaving the its Indian River citrus, It had a Cocoa Beach Mayor Robert
North American Rockwell*;structures and mechanical sys- area for jobs in other industries population of 23,653.
Murshe said 350,000 square feet
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI).—
once the nation's No. 1 defense tens and docking systems for and, as a result, the county's
In 10 frantic years the United of office space is available in
There is a constant effort under contractor, with 103,500 em- Apollo is in much the same unemployment rate is 4.4 per States
had
developed the Brevard, mostly in the Cocoa
way at the Kennedy Space ploye.s.in 1963, is down to 48,500 beat.•
cent— slightly higher than the foundation of a space program Beach-Cape Canaveral
. area
Center to cut costs by trunming in Southern California and a Schreiber, 37, has bad to take national average.
destined to become second to where many of the space
the moonport payroll.
total of only 61,000 at all its a cut from the $15,000 he was
School Enrollment Fallen
population
exnone, Brevard's
contractors are located.
"We would anticipate that plants,
earning with North American to School enrollment has fallen ploded 414 per cent, to 111,435 The end of the boom is giving
there could be further (job) "We're going downhill," said remain in Southern California. in a system that almost tripled in 1960.
Brevard a chance to catch up
reductions based on the econo- an executive at North Amen., He could have gone back to In size during the past decade.
The county now houses an with some of the unmet
busievery
good
mies which
ca's space division in Downey, work at Denver Colo., for The future hinges on Bre- estimated 248,000, most of
years. A new
nessman tries to put into "The ironic thing Is that the Martin but Instead took a job vard's ability to diversify, and whome depend on space in one demands of past
construction
effect," Deputy Center Director successful landings on the moon as a salesman of recreational on the fate of the space way or another for their living. causeway Is under
Miles Ross told community marked. the beginning of the vehicles— campers and the like program and more specifically The big buildup came in the between the mainland and the
beaches and another is being
leaders recently.
end for us— the end of the — at nearby Whittier.
the National Aeronautics and mid 1960s in the nation's drive four-lanea.
beinepressored
very
"We're
Apollo program."
"I miss the space work," he Space
Administration's pro- to land men on the moon befOrt
hard to keep our budget level
A hospital expansion in Cocoa
Facilities built to produce the said. "And I miss the guys. I posed space shuttle orbital the end of the decade.
down, to keep our expenditures Apollo vehicles and the engines had a good job offer as a transport. Studies are underway
Beach Is nearing completion. A
Employment Dropping
down," Ross said. "We'll lie idle. A mere handful of liaison engineer with the Martin now to see where the shuttle
In 1967, NASA had 25,807 large enclosed - mall shopping
continue to look for new ways workers are employed for company in Denver but my kids should be based.
people working at the Kennedy center is under coibtruction in
that
we
business
so
doing
of
maintenance purposes,
are in their teens and they If the shuttle goes somewhere Space Center. The figure is now Merritt Island and Thomas
can accomplish our job for less
What's to be done with all want to live around here. In else, much of Cape Kennedy about 18,500 and is expected to Roberts, manager of a departmoney.
this expensive machinery?
this job I see a lot of different and its billions of dollars•worth drop to 17,500 by the end of ment store that was first to
"Of course, here because our
open there said business is
The industry replies:
people sad r like wedge with of facilities could end up in June.
major expenditure is people,
Wait and See
mothballs As a one-industry
Some 20,700 people work for better than expected.
Peoria."
doing it Sr less money means
That's a government decision.
doing it with fewer people."
We'll just have to wait and see
what the federal space agency
PLACERVILLE, CaliL (UPI) comes up with.
—Placerville was so noted for its Some factory type buildings
lynchings in the early days that at depressed space plants have
prior to 1854 the town was been leased for production of
officially called "Hangtawn."
electronic equipment alid computers.
Aerospace and related aviation were once the No. 1
Industry in Southern California.
Electronics is ahead now.
The big plants are in trouble
financially — North American,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Lockheed and McDonnell Douglas— and the little fellows, the
machine shops, are screaming.
Economic
effects of the
cutbacks have not surfaced to
any degree yet in Southern
California. There are no ghost
towns here and no one expects
to see any. This is because in
an area of 11 million people
economic blows can be absorbed to a great degree .
Of the 1.3 million aerospace
workers in the nation in 1969, 40
per cent or 548,000 were
employed in California and
represented a $5 billion payroll.
N A S A'S next generation
spaceship— the proposed space
shuttle orbital transport— could
help maintain that dwindling
payroll. So could award of the
Air Force's Bl bomber contract.
Reusable Rocket
The shuttle will be a reusable
rocket
plane- designed to
sharply cut the costs of getting
men and machines in and out
of orbit. It will be a major
undertaking— totaling an estimated $8 billion— and the
leading aerospace firms are
going all out to land the design
and construction contracts,
And then there are the
individuals who lost not bust.
ness but careers in the
cutbacks.
Self-lined
Take S. I. "Jose" Jimenez,
44, a former navy flyer who
Machine Washable
rose to the rank of lieutenant
commander, then went to work
No Ironing
North
American
and
br
became 311 Apollo command
Won't Fade or Discolor
module training officer,
Won't Sun-Rot
After seven years in aerospace, Jimenez, who was a
"Hidden Asset"
$15,000-a-year man, depart
By AL ROSS1TER JR.
UPI Space Writer

More Job Cuts

Space Center

Burlington House

WE HAVE AN ANSWER
TO THE HOUSING CRISIS!

Every 8 1 5,000 Savings Deposit
here means a new home will
be built in your community!!

MuiTay Branch
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Association

Pleating

CAPE KENNEDY (UPh—
When one company ended work
on a government space project,
it was common ter many of Its
engineers to move on to
another
centractor starting
work oti a new program,
So It was when Boeing welt
on a bring spree several years
ago to meet the demands of its
rapidly expanding work in the
Apollo moon program, Big
there has been no new work to
take ,tip the slack from the end
or AP01.10.
"We absorbed guys that wait
from contractor
contr tor,"
said , A.M. Pitard, hoeing's
personnel manager here. -Now
we've come to the end of the

Buritherm draperies won't crack or peel; won't fade, discolor or sun-rot ... even
after repeated washings. Cotton and rayon damask weave in antique gold, white,
seafoam and champagne. "Hidden Asset" pleating , . Burlington's unique sewing
tPrimique that makes pleats stay pleated for the life of the drapery.
OTHER SIZES AND COLORS AVAILABLE ON SPECIAL ORDER*
• Avorelde

• Champagne

• Cold

• Burgundy

• Whits'
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150.54"..,

$25.511
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"
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.51*m 5110.4 I
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Deposit
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lea to write and proofs to read.
A week passed before the next
word. This time it was some.
14.--ahfr
thing like zwitterion. The following week he asked how to spell
a word that sounded like gingergracious, but turned out to be
zingiberaceous. The spelling questions continued, one each week
and always a wordthat caused me
for the 20-pounder. I
WITH HELEN STAC towasreach
beginning to think the voice
was trying to tell me something
HOW ONE LIBRARY GOT A
esicePhalogr aliP?"
- that he was reading what I was
500-BOOK COLLECTION
"A what?"
writing and decided I needed help
He repeated the word._ and I with
my spelling.
WEST LIBERTY, Ky. - The
hung up. Sttly man.
Also there was the thought
telephone rang and a male voice
The incident was forgotten un- that I was wasting five or
10
ask
"How do .'sell electro- til a few
days later when the minutes a week giving inane anvoice on the other end of the swers to irrational questions.
..
line formed another question. that I was being taken. By now I
This time it was, "How do you knew someone was going tr havi
ell spizzerinctum?"
and I to give him answers, to I began
knew I was being victimized. A referring him
to West Liberty's
crank caller with a lewd mind... Kennedy Memorial Library, a
the word had to be pronographic. block from my
house.
No word can sound like that and
* New Installment
Pass the buck...The Voice knew
.••
not
be.
I hung iv again. But I it, and so did I. Librarian Edwin
* Repairs
was
curious...
Lacy devoted time to the strange
* Pumping
The word was not in the desk questions because despite The
(Licensed. State Health
dictionary, but there was a 20.. Voice's approach and his words,
Department)
pound version of Webster be- both the man
and the words were
neath a stack of newspapers ,but for real. The
ALL TYPES BACKHOE
librarian and The
the
phone rang again. The same Voice had grown up in much the
WORK
male voice apologized for annoy- same neighborh
ood which once
SACKED AND BURNED is the courthouse in Kompong Cham,
ing me, would not say who be was was a railroad
Gene Steely
Cambodia, a victim of hundreds
stop on the O&K,
of demonstrators protestin
and in a nice way explained that the tracks
g the ouster of Prince Norodom
Sihanouk.
removed long ago..
(Radiophoto)
Bldg. Cont
he was entering a contest and part of the
war effort.
plate the building. The new libneeded the correct spelling of the
The Voice...a bachelor livirg
Phone 753-71151
rary was dedicated on a beautiword. I still was not convinced. alotie
at the foot of an Eastern
Southelde Shopping Center
ful October day in 1965.
and I was busy. There were star- Kentucky
hill, and he was an
Intellectual. A semi-invalid, he On a cold day in March, 19'70,
spent his time reading, entering the librarian'went to the home of
contests and working puzzles. If The Voice to receive a 500-book
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)-An 1914 and first used as an auto
they were weir d contests and puo- collection as a gift. The Voice
had
died
more
brick building here called agency.
aged,
than
a
year
ago,
zles, they nevertheless werecha.
but during the few years from The Garage would be a perfect
Unlike many car buffs,
llenging and enlightening.
Fortunately, Kennedy Memori- 1;465 until his death he had called set for a movie about the St. Owens doesn't buy the cars just
CHRISMAN POPCORN COMPANY, MURRAY,
to polish and look at them.
al Library in Morgan County, the library three or four times Valentine's Day Massacre.
A vast collection of old autos, He prefers to ride around in the
KENTUCKY, IS NOW CONTRACTING FOR
built through volunteer contribu- a month...to ask the spelling of
including a Cadillac for every vehicles.
tions from thousands of people in a word.
He has put 6,000 miles in the
POPCORN ACREAGE, EAR BASIS
and out of Kentucky supplied the One-day he asked the librarian year from 1912 through 1917,
last six months on one old Packanswers. The library was begun to mail him a rubber stamp. He lines the walls.
The collection ranges from a ard he drives around.town.
Join the fastest growing, most Progressive processor in
in 1964 with an initial contribu- explained that he was leaving his
Carlton has a rare 1921 fourCadillac
this area. We guarantee to get your wagons and trucks
tion of $20,000 from Friends of personal library to the library in one-cylinder, 1905
West Liberty and wanted to stamp "Pioneer" to classic autos sods passenger touring Daniels, one of
Kentucky Libraries.
unloaded faster and more efficiently.
each book with the proper name as a sleek, grey 1938 Jaguar "SS- about nine left, he said.
factor when Friends of Kentucky so there would be no
The collection includes two
question. 100" roadmaster, one of only
With over 20 years experience in the poppcorn business.
Libraries Inc. selected West And that is how the
library in 225 made and perhaps 70 still fire trucks, one built in 1917
we are prepared to work with you to your advantage.
Liberty as a place to build a West Liberty was
and the other in 1915.
recipient of around.
library as memorial to Presi- more than 500 books
Come in to see us soon — or call.
A sign on the Jaguar reads:
C,arlton's specialty is Cadillacs
from Berkdent Kennedy. Today the hand- ley Nickell of near
Insko. The "Perhaps the best SS-100 and he is currently rebuilding a
some white brick and glass str- Voice proved to be a
1915 Cad which he said was the
well-read extant.'
ucture stands on Prestonburg man, His quest for knowledg
Owen Owens, a local Rublish- first model car produced with
e had
a
Street--proof not only of a cou- been a constant
thing. His books er, estimates the SS-100 will be V-8 engine.
nty's interest in a library but are being readied
for National worth 945,000 when fully
101 East Poplar Street
also the interest of the Kentucky Library Week April
Murray, Ky. 42071
12-18. Some restored.
Departme
nt
of
Libraries andpro- reader might even find thepr..oper
Telephone 502-753-1722
Owens and Jordan Carlton,
of that people cared enough tcdspelling of the
word spizzerine- a sales engineer, merged their
give willingly of time and money turn. Whatever
its meaning, it's auto collections last year and
to further the campaign to corn- a dilly of a
bought • the building, built in
word.

Re-disc
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Inflat
Hits
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KENGAS

Range Special
LOOK AT ALL THE
COOK-EASY, CLEANEASY FEATURES!
• Handy clock with
interval timer
• Lift 'N Lock
cooktop
• Vitamin-.saver
top burners
• Big banquet
size oven interior
• Lift-off
oven door
• Char-Krome
infrared
broiler

ri EASY wtm TAPPLA

Roaring 20s revived
in old auto collection

POPCORN GROWERS

CHOOSE FROM 30"
OR 36 MODELS IN
COPPER

WHITE. AVOCADO

OR NEW HARVEST COED

$199.95
KENGAS

CHRISMAN POPCORN COMPANY

-••••-

NIIIRemonmall1111

Four Big Days-- Thuridat Friday,
_
Saturday and Monday
April 9-April 13

FISHERMA

•

Mens

••

KNIT
BRIEFS
Double Seat

3 prs. 1.88

Mens Spring
Mens White
Cushion Foot

SOCKS
3 prs. 88*

SPORT
COATS
Values to $35.00

18.88

SENSATIONAL VALUE I

r 71111TiVii21-17 ROD & REEL
Spin Cast Reel

MODEL 906 BT
Champion performoperatio
n
Silk
Smooth as
gears; levermetal
all
Has
Cost.
low
ance at
bothersome backlash
type pickup, no twist or

A S20 VALUE
BOTH FOR ONLY

Spin Cast Rod MODEL 506 B

MONTAGUE
Hollow glass 2-piece white blank. blue windings
top.
with silver foil. Stainless steel guides and tip
Lightning plunger handle.

66

HEDDON 180

7-STAR

l

Mens White

Monofilament Line
Exciting new tin can vacuum
-pack guarantees
-factory fresh - 7-star
monofilament at turn of
a key. Two 100-yard spools
connected per car
Comes 6.8.10. 12-pound test availabl
e.

•

Spin Cast Reel
COMPARE
AT $18.95

Offers more operational features
than any other spin-cast reel on
the market.., main gear shaft
extends full length of housing...
6-point, stainless steel pick-up
convertible, left and right handle...
ball bearing.

CHEVRON

Ladies Nylon

HANDKERCHIEFS

PANTIES

Full Size

White and Colors

10 for 88*

3 prs. 88*

Ladles

NYLON
HOSE
Regular ;1 00

3 prs. 88*

Girls Cotton

Ladles

Ladles

PANTIES

JEANS

SHELLS

Rog. 3110

Stretch Denim

Assorted Colors

3 prs. 88*

8 to 14 Only

Reg. 2.eg

1.88

1.88

ONE-AIECE

vk

Spin Reel

SPINNING ROD

Model
Ilve•foot SOlid
frost white
blank, maroon glass rod•
and black
trim, heavy
chrome V•framp
and Hp top.
guidas
cork grip.

Crushed Foam

Mill End

Cannon

PILLOWS

MATERIALS

WASH

1.29 Value

88*

Precision cut frictionless spiral gears.
Ultra smooth multiple disc drag. Sealed race ball-bearing flyer, corrosion
proof baked enamel finish. Chenille
lInitsayar on spool, folding handle.

Values to

10e

3 yds. 88'

CLOTHS
9 for 88'

Electric

CAN
• OPENERS

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

7.“ Value

5.88
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Inflation
Hits the
Buyer Most
Buses and subways in metropolitan areas are carrying
signs reading "Inflation can be
stopped . . . If we can all be
a little less piggy."
One fashionable Fifth Avenue
store is urging "Fight inflation"
In ads for $10 cotton knit dresses.
Virtually every national magazine devotes at least one article
a month to stretching inflated
money or beating the dollar into
submission.
This is 19'70 America and the
consumer is playing a big part
In the fight against inflation.
Upper and middle income
groups have especially indicated
a decline in optimism and an
unwillingness to buy, according
to the Institute of Life Insurance.
A survey of consumer attitudes conducted by the University of Michigan's Survey Research Center last fall revealed
a general malaise among consumers observing the tight
money market, a drop in the
stock market and a rise in their
own income that often did not
keep up with rising prices.
The general view was that
there was no quick way to beat
Inflation. In turn, this led to a
disappearance of anticipatory
buying to beat possible future
rises in prices, engaged in by
consumers a short time earlier.
In January, the U.S. Dept. of
Commerce forecast that consumer spending is likely to
grow no more in 1970 than it
did in 1969, which was considerably less than average,
In the Michigan suray, those
best informed about economic
trends showed the -greatest loss
of confidence, the first time in
25 years that unfavorable responses were found to queries on
future business conditions.
" Is the consumer just sitting
back and taking it all in?
In many cases, he is putting
up a good fight.
The do-it-yourself borne improvement effort that slowed up
during the affluent late 1960s is
showing definite signs of reviving. Market reports indicated a
rising retail sale of interior and
exterior house paint during the
fait of 1969. Sales also rose on
such items as food freezers,
home barbering kits and retread
tires.
There was a rise, as well, in
the home sewing area with a
boost in sewing machine and
dress and slipcover fabric sales.
Home freezers, although high
on initial outlay, are being sold
to economizing families who
take advantage of meet and.fish
sales, seasonal foods, and prepare bulk meals in advance.
The evidence of belt-tightening can be seen in feature articles of many national magazines. Typical articles are titled
"Inflation and your kitchen,"
"Why you can't live on your
husband's salary," "How to
manage your dental costs," and
"Ways to save on teenage auto
insurance."
Housewives in southern Calitonna often drive across the
border to Mexico to take advantage of cheaper canned food and
dry goods prices. Many home
economists suggest substituting
cheese, eggs or vegetables for
meat and seeking recipes using
cheaper cuts of meat. Wise
shoppers are shifting from higher-priced brand names to lesser
knownproducts that offer the
same nutritional value.
Educating themselves to the
tight-money market, many families have learned to bank at
institutions that carry a day to
day or monthly interest rate
rather than quarterly or yearly
dividends.
Others have learned that annual premium rates on life and
health insurance policies are
more economical than paying on
a quarterly or monthly basis

Mt KRA
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EASY BREEZY, SPRINGTIME
EATIN'

Duncan
Hines

CAKE MIXFood

excluding Angel

Pineapple
Orange
Grapefruit

4,4111111

Grade"A"
Small

EGGS

,411111,

_3

DRINK

tet,"iliffIn*

48 or. can

3 for '1

* NABISCO
SUGAR RING
LEMON RING
COCONUT BAR

*

O'Sage Yellow
Freestone

LIQUID IVORY
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- • VA
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US.CHOICE - Cut Any Thickness

ROUND

TEA Lean

4.01111.,

TItEAPPE
AROUSING

lb.

r^
,

Reelfoot
HOT DOG

Boneless Roiled

itGER FRANKS
HAM Fresh
99C 1.111 1 kw..49C $1.09

RUMP ROAST

39C

box

IP'41411111`.%...411111111111.11111r

Del Monte

GROUND

I

.2 lb pkg.

Fmk — — — — —
LEMICE—

CELERY
PARSNIPS

'
lb

Firm Heads

Stalk

Large, Crisp

U.S. CHOICE - Cut Any Thickness

1-lb. cello bag

Fresh

150
29°

Medium Size ,

STEAK

•

Fully Cooked
Center Cut

lb.

PORK
SPARE
RIB

19

Flavorite
Brand
SLICED

lb.

59t BAC59ONt

Frosty Acres

2 39°
2 35°
PEAS _ _ _ _
South
PiEHELLS _ _ ..z. pkg 3 PKGS. 79°
2 FOR 390
PIES Chicken,
29
FRENCH FRIES _ _ _ _ _
2 F°R 390
IIREEN

ORAN6E JUICE

„

kg.

COFFEE
$1.29

10_...

DRINKS

10- ,

6 Bottle Carton
with bots. or dep.

39C

jar

Garden Delight

2-lb. bag

Frosty Acres

-

— 9-oz. pkg.

BEANSCUT

WALDORF BATHROOM

TISSUE

4-Roll Pkg

39

YELLOW SOLID

I du

MARGARINE ----2

BUSH

Hominy

Beans

14* oz Can

15 Oz. Can

37:290

3 25c

MARTHA WHITE

INSTANT

cHirs DELIGHT

Nestea

CHEESE SPREAD

Corn Meal

3-Oz. Jar

2 Lb. Box

5 Lb. Bag

790

590

390

GREAT NORTHERN

Les 35°

NEW 1-2-3 - 4 -oz. box

JELL-O
BUSH WHITE

FOR

Beef, Turkey 8-oz

Mortoiiin
P

461/4041tIoto/1400iA4104
'

6-02• can

10-oz. pkg.

hriiiAcres1

Instant Nescafe

YOUR CHOICE

lDoz.rnsag3Y

JUICY tams

Lean Meaty

HAM SLICES

Tips help you
set up clan's
photo gallery
NEW YORK (UPI) — Turn
that blank wall in den, family or
living room into a family
portrait gallery.
That's a suggestion from the
Professional Photographers of
America(PP of A).
wall of family
"A
photographs, tracing the &may's
history, makes an extremely
attractive and interesting
decorative device," Jays Bill Bell,
of Albuquerquie, N. M.,
chairman of the PP of A's
portrait division.
"It also provides the family
with a strong link to its past and
gives children a real sense of
belonging."
To come up with the
necessary photographs for your
family gallery, some careful -and often fascinating — research
may be involved. Photographs of
older family members often are
kept in unusual places, quite
apart from the traditional family.
a I bu
Family Bibles are a favorite
hiding place for photographs as
N% ell
as birth certificates,
arriage license% and other
treastired ram ill, records

&

pvillicEitss

7 a.m. to 9 pm.
6 Days a Week

DESSERT MIX — —

2 F°R 490

CHICKEN OF THE SEA - LIGHT

TUNA __

— 61-oz. can

ran% $1
for

SALAD BOWL

MAYONNAISE _ _ _ Quart 490
SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE

,t)PER MAT
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Lower Than Normal In Summer Heritage
Seminar
TVA Tributary Lakes Will Be
Slated

WEDNESDAY — APRIL IL 1270

sit KEAY. KENTUCKY

TIMES

p

30-minute bus ride
to the 16th century

•

not lowered as far in the winter
as most tributary lakes and re.
e much less rainfall to fill
them to normal summer levels
By Charles E. Parrish
again.
Streamflows in the mper part
OWENSBORO, Ky. + Kentucof the Valley have been below
normal most of the time over the ky's Heritage Commission and
the Kentucky Program Developpast two years, TVA said.
Filling of the tributary lakes ment Office (KPDO) will hold a
also has been slowed by tmusually meeting here to explain the Natheavy hydroelectric power gene- ional Historic Preservation Act
ration this winter at TVA dams, and the state's plans to make full
which was necessary to help use of it at 12:30 a.m. April 16
meet record power demands and at the Downtown Motor Inn.
conserve coal stockpiles at steThe session, a seminar, will
am-electric generating plants.
TVA has had to dig into its explore the coordinated efforts
stockpiles since mid - 1969 to of the Heritage Commission and
KDPO.
make im for short deliveries
from coal suppliers due in part
Current preservation prograto a shortage of rail cars. This ms, policies at all levels of govPEROT CHECKS ON POW CAmps Texas ininionaire H. Ross Perot (left) chats with North
has left stockpiles undesirably ernment will be discussed, as
Vietnamese prisoners of war at a South Vietnamese camp near Da Nang. Perot is checkplants.
steam
several
at
low
well as topics related to the staing on treatment of enemy POWs and gathering mail from them to deliver to Hanoi.
tributary
March
At the end of
te survey, the national register
multiple - purpose reservoirs and the availability of funds for
EMERSON WINS
BEGINS CONVERSION
were below their normal levels historic preservation.
for that date by about 2 feet at
—
BRISBANE, Australia(UPI)
SAO PAULO, Brazil (UPI)— WASHINGTON (U P
Norris and Change, 5 feet at The session will be attendee
Australia
now
of
letters
all
Emerson
—Roy
of
Three-fourths
Filial
Jaime
beat
Koch
and
Nottely
Thomas
at
Boone, 13 feet
by representatives of the KenAndres
In the final match Monday, 64, bear a zip code.
Hivrassee, 14 feet at South Hol- thcky Heritage Commission in defeated Spaniard
1-6, 9-6, 64, 6-2,in 64,9-6, 4-6, 8-6, to give Brazil a
ston and Cherokee , 16 feet at each of the counties of the Pur- Gimeno, 94,
match 3-2 victory over Chile in their
The conversion will begin in
Douglas, 19 feet at Watauga, and chase, Pennyrile, Green River a $100,000 winner-take-all
Sunday to advance to the Davis Cup tennis South American Detroit, Houston, Philadelphia,
25 feet at Fontana.
and Barren River Area DevelopLos Angeles, Long Beach,
semifinals of the $220,000 World Zone semifinal.
March rainfall averaged 4.3 ment Districts.
Classic tournament. Emerson's
VaTennessee
Brazil will meet the Colom- Calif., Chicago, Dayton, and
Inches across the
against bia-Cruguay
winner in the Oakland, and spread nationwide
lley compared to the normal 5.2 Mayors 'and county judges of next match will be
Ohio on South American Zone finals.
by August.
Inches, TVA said. Average rain- the areas and others interested Fred Stolle in Dayton,
fall was near normal for the wes- In preservation and restoration A ril 30
tern half of the Valley, but con- have also been invited to attend.'
tinued well below -normal in the
eastern half. Natural streamflow Speakers will be George Russabove Chattanooga was only 56 ell, executive director Qf the
percent of normal for March. Green River Development DisThe highest March rainfall tot- trict, and Frank J. GroSchelle,
al reported to TVA was 8.17 administrator of the Kentucky
Inches at Hustleville, Alabama, Program Development Office.
• 13 miles southeast of GuntersFrom the Kentucky .Heritage
ville Dam. The lowest was 1.44
Dr. Hambleton TaInches at Canton,North Carolina. Commission
pp, chairman; Charles E. Parrish, assistant director, will take
part, as will various members
of the commission, itself, and
Earl D. Wallace, chairman of
the board of Shakertown, Inc.
-POOFf SMOOCH'—Actress
4.3 oz. Tube
A presentation ceremony will
17 or.
Jun Reding, president of
HEAD & SHOULDERS
take place in which owners of
POOFF (Preservation of
SCOPE MOUTHWASH
historic houses and buildings in
Our Femininity and FiSHAMPOO
Reg. Price $1.49
Owensboro and Daviess County
nances', smoothes the cheek
Reg. Price $1.65
NEW YORK (UPI)—The will be presented Kentucky Heriof Kemmons Wilson, Holiday
(1010ff)
Inns head. in Fort Smith, Annual presentation o( Oscars tage Commission Landmark Ceby the Academy of Motion rtiffcates, designating their hisArk., for his support of the
Picture Arts and Sciences will be toric property worthy of preserorganization's campaign to
back on the NBC network in vation.
retain mini-skirts. The other
Another feature of the pro1971 under a contract extending
lovely is Mrs Lance Reventthrough 1913. NBC did the gram will be an exhibit of paltow They werP in Fort
show annually from 195 sitings by C. G. Morehead, of
Smith for opening of a Minithrough 1960. ABC took it over Owensboro, who has painted
tek theater, a joint venture
then and will present the many of Kentucky's historic hoof United Artists Theatres
5 oz
CLEARASIL CREAM
uses and buildings.
ceremonies this year.
and Holiday.
MEDICATION WITH
RIGHT GUARD

TVA reports that tributary lakes in the eastern part of the Tounessee Valley are likely to be
lower than normal this summer,
unless there are unusually heavy
spring rains and low demands
for hydro power.
Rainfall over the past three
months has averaged only 9,3
Inches in the eastern half of the
Tennessee Valley, 5inches below
normal. Streamficners in the area
have been only about two-thirds
of the normal amount, and the
annual filling of the tributary
lakes has teen slower than usual.
April 1 water levels in most of
these lakes were the lowest in 10
years for that date.
The situation will not affect
the lakes on the Tennessee River
main stem, which are of a different type than the flood storage
reservoirs on tributary rivers.
Because of navigation requirements the mainstreams lakes are

By JOHN VIRTUE
RECIFE, Brazil (UPI) — Take
a five—cent, 30 minute bus rid
from this northeastern Brazilian
metropolis and you're back in
the 17th or 16th century.
Your destination is Olinda,
once the largest and most
important city in Brazil. Now
it's a bedroom satellite of
Recife, housing 200,000
persons, most of them poor.
Olinda is the only city of its
size in Brazil that doesn't have at
least one skyscraper.
There has, in fact, been no
new building in Olinda for
decades. Many of the structures
date from the 18th, 17th and
even 16th century.
Except for the blare of radios
and television sets and the
passing of the occasional car the
city itself could have stood still
in time.

1595. Then the Dutch came
along in 1630 and burned it.
Maurice of Nassau, the future
prince of Orange, took up
residence there in 1637 during
the long Dutch occupation of
northeastern Brazil.
Now the city's favorite son is
Dom Helder Camara, the
Archbishop of Olinda and Recle
and the leading spokesman for
the liberal wing of the Roman
Catholic Church in Latin
America. One of Dom Helder'
gestures was to give away one of
the church residences in Olinda
for use as an art school.
Besides being home for some
of the poorest laborers, Olinda is
becoming a center for artists
drawn by the cheap rents and
picturesque scenes. Art works
instead of Africans are now sold
in the city's old slave market.

Founded in 1535
Olinda was founded and
named in 1535 by a Portuguese
called Duarte Coelho, who
looked at the rolling hill jutting
out Into the Atlantic and
exclaimed,"0 linda posicao pare
uma vila!" That is, "Oh, what a
nice spot for a village!"
But the city was vulnerable to
attack.
The French invaded Olinda in
1 561 and British buccaneer
James Lancaster sacked it in

RESCUES SKINDIVERS
LONDON (UPI) — Derek
Crisp, 45, who has undergone 17
heart operations in the past 20
years, rescued two skindivers
English Channel
the
from
Sunday. Crisp hauled one of the
divers into his 24-foot sailboard
and the other into a rubber
boat he was towing. Crisp was
admitted to a hospital later
alter reporting strain to his
chest muscles.
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Television
In Review

99t

SPECIAL

ANTI-PERSPIRANT

VANISHING FORMULA

112d Ott Label/
Reg. Price S1.07

Reg. Price 9Bri

BUY ONE
GET ONE
• FREE

THURSDAY ONLY

7 oz.

Reg. $125 Value

JOHNSON BABY
SHAMPOO

56c

"All Bent Out of Shape?
Shape up for Summer Fun!"

DR. GAYMONT
YOGOURT

•

-Choice of Flavors"
Mix or Match

doing
ourspnn
thing!
•

3/9.00
4 Roll Pack

CHARMIN
BATHROOM TISSUE
(2ti off label)
White or Assorted Colors

35

Reg. Price $1.19
ST.
• CHESTNUT

ca

Buy a
banquet
inabox
Ws,

ansesemesisk.

MAYFIELD 602 S. 6th STREET
TelepLone 247 6443

BANQUET FROZEN DINNERS
Your Choice
Chicken — Beef — Turkey

OLIVE ST.

Open your
Empty your
And roll up
sleeves. Wit
The Americ•
Red Cross.

WALNUT ST.

40's Regular or Super
4601
HI-C FRUIT DRINKS
Your Choice of Flavors
Mix or Match

KOTEX TAMPONS
Reg. Price $1.79

sti9
QUANTITY
RIGNTS
RESERVED

1

Kettuckw Tried Chicken

12th & SYCAMORE
MURRAY
Telephone 7537101

SHARPE ST.
N. 12TH ST.

97c

Dinner Includes 3 pieces Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes, Gravy, Cole Slaw
I and 2 Hot Rolls.
WE SERVE ONLY US GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
USDA GRADE A CHICKENS

This town,
this city,
this state,
this countr
bleeds a lit
every day.

PAYNE ST.

19 oz
MICRIN MOUTHWASH
Reg Price $I 49

--

Prices effective April 8, 1970 through April 21, 1970

4/$1.00

Ar10
808 CHESTNUT STREET
CONVENIENT
S
MART
MR
OPEN 8AM TILL MIDNIGHT_ DAILY.

Roll up
your slee

MURRAY, KY.

.a.p..016 IMINA

.als•

411
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HELPING WITH FORMS—Mrs. Rose Levine, who told Census
officials she was ready for any assignment, was a bit
stunned at the one which brought her here, inside a nudist
colony of 75 persons near San Diego, Calif. She is helping
the nudists with their forms. A housewife, she said "It didn't
bother me as much as I thought it would."

tat

BY
LONEL.TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
FRANKFORT, Ky.— Normal' quests in writing a student dein this column we try to answe ferment and his file is properly
a minimum of four questions. documented to justify a 11-S stuHowever, this week we received dent deferment, the local board
a timely question from a reader under current Selective Service
In Taylor County regarding pro- Regulations may grant this deferment. If a yotmg man Is given
fessional athletes.
We understand the writer's a student deferment, this preconcern, especially when many dudes him from later receiving
star basketball players have sign. a dependency deferment.When he
ed a contract in six figures. We is no longer eligible for a student
would like to premise our answer deferment he must be reclassiby stating that the Selective Ser- fied by the local board. Unless
vice System does not have two eligible for a lower classificatstandards for determining avail- ion, his classification would be
ability for service In the armed 1-A_ Be would be giyeakhis ,full
'
procedural rights. tr'' 04'
forces.
In the classification process, We must re-emphasize that
the athlete received equal con- the Selective Service System desideration with all other regis- termines the availability of a
trants of the local board. We young man for military service.
reiterate that there is no regula- His acceptance for military sertion providing an automatic de- vice is determined by an armed
ferment for a registrant because forces examining and entrance
station.
he is an athlete.
Q. Could you please discuss Regulations for acceptance are
in your column - how so many of prescribed by the Department of
the very excellent basketball and Defense. Standards of acceptabifootball players graduate from lity are too broad to be discusscollege and go directly into pro- ed. However, from experience
fessional contracts? Are they not we know that many young athletes
subject to the draft? I believe have a physical defect, such as a
a few join Reserve or National knee injury, that disqualifies
them from being accepted by the
Guard units but not all.
As they are interviewed, the armed forces.
service is not mentioned, just Other athletes may be unaccthe salary offered by pro teams. eptable because they exceed the
It certainly causes people to aximum height of 80 inches. An
wonder if they are under some jury may or may not interfere
special rule.
ith the athlete's performance
Others Interrupt their lives
his particular sport. Neither
to do their service — these could may the same type of injury pre.
Vent a young man from engaging
too.
A. We must assume that any
1-time in his normal occupatyoung man playing college bas- Jowl endeavor.
ketball or football has met the Let us assume that a local
d has hvo registrants classacademic and other requireme.
nts of the school to'be eligible. ified 1-A available, both with a
As Jar as Selective Service is low random selection sequence
concerned, if the young man re- number. Each claims a knee injury. One is an athlete and the
other a non-athlete. They are ordered to report for physical exThis town,
amination. Under current stanthis city,
dards both registrants are found
not acceptable for military serthis state,
vice by the AFEES station. It
y
this countr
would not be equitable for the
Department of Defense to have
bleeds a little
two sets of physical standards
every day.
of acceptability, one to accept
the ithlete and the other to reject the non-athlete, km the same
Open your heart. disability.
to receipt of an order
Empty your hands. to Prior
report for induction,any young
And roll up your
man available and acceptable
may elect to fulfill his military
sleeves. With
obligation by enlisting in the
The American
National Guard or a Reserve
of the armed forces.
component
Red Cross.
Exercising this option -he must
perform a prescribed minimum
period of activeduty for training.
Additionally, he must participate in the regularly scheduled
drills of the unit and their annual
field training (normally two weeks). The registrant may delay
making a decision on how he desires to fulfill his military obligation until after he receives
his Notice of Induction, but then
he cannot enlist in the National
Guard or the Reserve. However,
he may enlist ti a regular component of the armed forces, including the Delayed Entry Pro.
gram.
These options far fulfillment
of the military obligation qie ay*.
tt able Wall registrants prbvibel
the) ,act within the time limit.

Roll up

yoUr sleeves

4

__

.
sirs
i
BR
N
CKE
CHI
CHICKEN PARTS
C
c

.

FRYERS

All Flavors

Banquet

&0z

Frosty Acres

*

*

FROZEN FOOD

TV DINNERS
ORANGE JUICE
PERCH FILLETS
FRENCH FRIES

LB.

LB.

LB.
*

LB.

LB.
LEGS & THIGHS

GRADE "A" WHOLE

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

PICNICS

GROUND- BEEF

120Z.4

sE)

EMGE SMOKED

PURE

SWIFT

FRANKS

RED POTATOES
TOMATOES
CARROTS
GREEN BEANS
BANANAS
EGGS

2 F°. 890
4 FOR 69'
55°
3 $1

Garden Delight — — — — — 1 lb ba

10 lbs.

U.S. No, 1

6 Pack

F°R

KIST

lb

COOKIES
12 OZ.

lb. 100
Dos. 49°

,

CATSUP

S
SPY
KRI
.
33
29c
KING SIZE

3/$1

20 OZ.

1 LB.

DEL MONTE

29'

DEL MONTE

SUNSHINE

GINCER SUGAR,

59'
39'

1-Ib. bag 10

Fresh

— 1 lb.

Taste-O-Sea

*

PRODUCE

Lynn Grove Large

FLAVOR

'S

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

.

COFFEE
FAB
TOMATO JUICE
2° oz. 2%
$1.05
351
GREEN BEANS GRApEFRE JUICE DOG FOOD
3/25
/1.5
51$1
co
u
co
ck
.
B
E
MAYONNAIS
PEPPER
1
3/$
59
2/29 10.z. or
Door
CRACKERS
RICHTEX
BISCUITS
46 OZ.

le

TEENIE WEENIE BLUEL AKE

RAGS

MOONK 1ST

CUT

Unsweetened

1 LB. CAN

460Z.

303 CAN

KRAFT

.

COUNTRY TAVERN

6 PACK

i

LIMIT 3

OT.

Plus Deposit
Bottles

2 OZ.

BELLE

BALLARD

SHORTENING

NEW 1 ,2, 3,

• JELL°

CHASE 18, SANBORN

DEL BROOK

COFFEE

OLEO
00

11- 1-:
5
'

1 LB. 25

3 LB.65

8 OZ. 3/29

CAMPBELLS
TOMATO

- 1 L8-.

MIDWEST

TOWELS

ICE MILK

SOUP
„
2i15c --2ROaS 43'
19E1 Con

--

SCOTT

N

GAL. 43c
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Test Knocks Down Misconceptions About Family Assistance Says 0E0

mai

By ARNOLD SAWISLAK
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
subject of your experiment Is a
35-year-old worker who never
got througt high school but
does have some job skills. He is
trying to support a wife and
four children on $85 a week in
an Eastern industrial town.
Now, give him an extra $22.50
a week., no strings attached.
Does he blow it on beer? Quit
his job?
The answer, according to
first results from just such a
test, is that your man actually
will work harder and spend that
"something for nothing" cash
you gave him on things for his

"Dean.-Abbu,
tat•L
Hubby dominates
vacation plans
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I've been married 22 years. We have five
children, three are away at college. The two at biome are
boys, 11 and 15. I want to put the boys in a very fine
summer camp and go to visit my mother for six weeks this
summer. I have never done this before and my husband
dead
is having a fit! He says I can do it only over his
1
temptation!
body. [What a
Every vacation we visit his mother, and that's where
he wants to go again. The boys say they don't want to go
to visit Grandmother [his mother) again this summer and
I can't blame them as there is nothing for them to do
there.
Only one summer since I've been married have! visited
spending
my mother. I have no objection to my husband's
to spend
want
I
but
mother,
his
with
vacation
summer
his
husband
mine with my mother. How can I persuade my
DOMINATED
to let me go?

the President's propos.ns were "in fact, practical."
Nixon is asking Congress to
atolish the existing program of
Aid to Families of Dependent
children (AFDC) and replace it
with his own Family Assistance
Plan,
A completely new approach
to pubic welfare, the plan has
several features sure to raise
questions in Congress. First, it
would aid all poor families, not
just those broken by death,
desertion or divorce and left
by unemployment.
penniless
Seccnd, it seeks to encourage
job-holding by elimlnatiag the
traditional practice of taking
away a dollar of welfare for
bnowed

And that, says the Office of
Economic Opportunity (0E0),
bolsters the basic idea of
President Nixon's welfare reform plan: The best way to
help poor people is to give them
money.
The 0E0's $5 million "graduated work incentive" experiment will run for another two
years among 1,359 families in
Trenton, Paterson and Passaic,
1,J., and Scranton. Pa. But
just as the administration's $4
aillion welfare reform bill was
ipproaching a crucial test in
Congress, 0E0 Director Donald
Rumsfeld made public preliminary findings that he said

every dollar of wages earned aspired for a better job-, 56 per
by the family, Third, it would cent were willing to move to
do away with much of the another city for a good job-, 55
Investigation and supervision per cent would take a pay cut
to enter training for a better
required by AFDC.
It probably was more than job; and 60 per cent would
sheer coincidence that Rum- work at two jobs to support
staid disclosed results from the their families.
first 10 months of the 0E0
"working poor" experiment on Nipponese nip
the day that the House Ways railroaders' sleep
and Means Committee began
NAGOYA, Japan (UPI)—
line-by-line consideration of the
Japan's National Railways has
Family Assistance Plan after
devised an "alarm dock"guaranmonths of hearings.
teed to arouse a sleepy engineer
The experimenters also conso he won't miss his S a.m. run.
ducted interviews to learn the
A specially designed mattress
work attitudes of the families
inflates at a set hour and tosses
In
They
found
the
test.
its occupant out of bed.
Indications that 65 per cent

DEAR DOMINATED: After 22 years of admitted "Dominance." it won't be easy to "assert" yourself, but you can
try. Appeal to his sense of fair play and logic. If he doesn't
budge, ask him to pat the question to an impartial third
party. And if he dill gives you that "over my dead body"
routine, before you leave for your mother's. ask him to
sign a statemeat stating that when you left be was give
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CHINA OPEN
Chang
TAIPEI (UPI) —
Chteig-fa, a 40-year-old home
pro, shot a four-over-par 76
Sunday for a three-day total of
215 to win the China Open and
Its $2,500 first prize by three
strokes over compatriot Chen
Ching-Po-
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..
lion home. City
Let us show you .•
ing home. Would •
trade. Reduced .

,..kretA4L

and kicking.

1/4 LOIN SLICED
U S.O.A. Inspected

DEAR ABBY: Have you heard about the new doll they
are going to put on the market? It is called the MAMMA
DOLL, and this is how it is described in the newspaper
advertisement:
"When the doctor lifts the mama doll's skirt, a baby
doll will slide out. On the baby doll's chest is written, "I
am the result of LOVE."
It says in the ad that a child psychologist approves of
this doll.
Abby, this is about the worst thing I have ever beard of!
When they made dolls that walked, talked, and danced, that
was fine, because the whole idea of a doll is to give a
child something to play with, but I really thought they
went a little too far when they made a doll who could wet
her pants. And now this! I think the idea of making a
doll who can "give birth" is SICK!
I would like your opinion. Maybe it's still not too late
HORRIFIED
to stop it.

Whole Fryers
Or More
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Ground Beef
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Beef Liver,
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DALE CARNEGIE
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Directors Room
Bank of Murray
,
(1.1m, Front Er

1902.
BOXES

79t

U S.

No.1Meine

DALE CARNEGIE

White Potatoes.
CRISP HEAD

•AcqUIre pose and confidence.
•Speak effectively.
•Sell yourself and your
Ideas,
•Be at your best with any
group.
•Remember names,

Sponsored by Murray Optimist Club
Prita•nrad

by

the Lockyrror Forum

JUMBO ROLL
BOUNTY

TOWELS

25t

WIth This Coupon
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,
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Li,,,it I Coy port Per CtiftOrntr
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9
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Apples
A S P Fresh Chilled
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paved road.
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Orange Juice
Nes4 Crop

stabg

leSias

49

MARGARINE

MAZOLA

MAZOLA

1-LB. CTN.

MARGARINE

.
274

208 ACRE farm toe
blacktop at Coldwater.
watershed lake. This
good farm and is pri•

I.Lb CO..
With This Coupon
Good Only At A & P Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat . April I I
Limit I Coupon Per Customer
(Cash Veit.< 1/20 Of I

WITH COUPON

ApiailiYaiihhiONAp
HEINZ 57 eso,1
STEAK SAUCE

Coupon Expires Sal . AIMIJ
Limn I Coupon Per Customer

Sultana

Freestone
Peaches
ASP
Grapefruit Sections
Vienna Sausage
Dutch Clueon

Ways the Dale Carnegie
Course Will Help You

78C
19
S 59C
69c

10

Red Rome

Armour s

Murray, Ky.

JUMBO
ROLL

WITH COUPON IN AD

LETTUCE

With This Coupon
Good Only Al A & P Food Storm
Regular Priv, Without Coupon

THURSDAY
APRIL 9th
7:27 P.M.

BOUNTY
TOWELS

ANN PAGE

CAKE MIXES

FREE EXPLANATION
MEETING
Dillu?

•Think and
your feet.
•Control fear and worry.
•Develop your hidden
abilities.
• Win a better Job, more
income.
•Be a better conversationalist.

Lb-89

Fully Cooked Hams

atIgnd 11w

speak on

A MODERN
.
home and 26% acres
Irons Murray. Farm
and overlooks a .;
3-BEDROOM frame in
condition. Carpets
fireplace, central air
ng. Also a real nice
eiilding with a g
ty heated. Ideal for
kind of home worksh
show you this place
us an offer.- •
3-tiEDR0011 stone .
loi.sement. Beautiful
Needs some repair bu
4ccordingly. Located
well.
A 2-BEDROOM ho
acre on a blacktop ro
about 2 miles from M
Peted, air conaiti.
cached garage. Price
reduced.
100 ACRE FARM I.
Highway 641 about 2
th of Murray, adj
dustrial property. P •
of the farm is tillable
high state of produc•
highway frontage.
available at 6% in
qualified buyer.

Semi- Boneless

Red Potatoes

10

59C
590

Lb.

3 Lb. Pkg. Or More

CONFIDENTIAL TO J. M.: "He who cannot forgive others, breaks the bridge over which he himself mast pass
V he week ever reach heaves: for everyooe has laced
te be forgiven." I Herbert)

111

'A 79C

Breakfast Bacon

DEAR KNOWS: If there is an International Brotherhood
ol Mountain Goats. to them 1 hereby offer my most hamhie apologies. And in the future, if I ever decide to get
anybody's goat, I shall first determine whether it's Mountain or Billy.

Voli top

29C

LB

L9. 794

PORK CHOPS

3 Lb.Pkg.

DEAR HORftWIED: I am not as "horrified" as you,
dace toys today are being made to educate as well 54
entertain children. If such a doll is made, YOU dotal have to
bey *se. or would pm like to impose your sense of proprkty on other parents?
'the unpleasant
DEAR ABBY: You recently compared
odor of an unwashed man to that of a "MOUNTALN GOAT"'
You surely must have meant a "BARNYARD BILLY
GOAT." Mountain goats do not smell bad, but barnyard
billy goats do.
The mountain goat is one of our finest and cleanest
big game animals.
I think you owe the mountain goats an apology
KNOWS HIS GOATS

"No Limit"

Meat
Lunch
nom»
Early
sai,..... Peas
Salad Dressin

JANE PARKER

HEINZ

WHITE BREAD

57
WITH COUPON,
IN AD

11111401%.10fts

3 2C9.°: 89C
3
89(
4 $1
2112 89(
2: 39c

Family
Favorites

Hunts

3160LCans
6rz

A Si P French Style

160.'

Cans

BONUS

ASP

1 1/

1111N

A A P

38c

llIrsePricodl

DR EFT
31) 1)1 Hos

220Z
BOTTLES

Soft
m4006,1 Margarine
Slices
Cheese
Vacuum Pak
A&PCoffee

IVORY FLAKES
2 114 ,l/ 14(),
(

396

IVORY SNOW

SWEETHEART

9%

Manwich Sauce
89 Cream Style Corn
39c Green Beans
Sauerkrou t
Ions Golden

DUZ

EPshwashinq Liquid

22 OZ.

LYS.

STEAK SAUCE

2 I It BOX

BOTTLE:
•

brick •
5-BEDROOM
e
basement, located
street from the Uni
us. High state of revde
heat and air condi;.
nice large lot. Ideal be
fraternity and zoned
4-BEDROOM brick and
of good land, located
miles from the city

VSSOL

119e
34s

591A.

BOX OF
24

S

WE HAVE a wide se.
.
building lots inside
school district and on
city. Financing avail
qualified buyers. Come
office at 502 Maple S
call us at any time
details. This is a good
buy. We appreciate y.
ness.

$1

15 or. $1

$1
Ctn..,99:

j10
S
6 0:.
"

TUCKER REALTY
502 Maple Street, Murr
lucky 753-4342. Home
Donald R. Tucker,
Bobby Grogan, 753-497

aba.ns
C
p-kl

4

c .-1.59
2L•t

L. -111: 1 I '1.1•1 •
vestment: Deluxe can•
drug specialities to toy.
taurants, stores, etc. D'
tory connection earning
daily cash comrnissi.
monthly overwrites. Eve
furnished free. but m
bondable. Part or full
Write CHEXCO. 2910
Phila.. Pa. 19132.

TABLETS

7
/0 Cr?

mer,

A

.1

THE LEDGER

&

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SPINET PIANO: Wanted, responsible party to take over
low monthly payments on •a
spinet piano. Can be seen locally. Write Credit Manager,
P. 0. Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana.
A-16-P

5-BEDROOM, 1% story frame
excellent condition. This Is
older home with full baseent that could be utilized for
ntals. Central heat, 1% bath
rooms. Some furniture is inluded in the sale.
e TORY, 4-bedroom brick with
% baths, formal dining room,
' place, double garage. One
of the finest houses in Murray.
Well located in the Robertson
hool District.
A 4-BEDROOM brick with double garage located at Lynn
Grove on a 2 acre wooded lot.
QUALITY construction 3-bedroom Colonial with fireplace
and double garage. Treaderable 5 3/4% logli.

SALE, SaturdaY,
CASH AND CARRY: 'I'wo new AUCTION
two miles
full truck los& carpet, commer- April 11, 1:00 p.
cial type. Hi-density rubber east of New Concord at the
back, assented colon in 12 ft Wallace Seers farm. Will sell
and 16 ft. width. Compare to cherry Maple dining room suite,
$6.05 sq. yd. einewbere. Our cherry bunk beds, gas barbecue
price, $3.95 sq. yd. While it grill, lots of electric appliances,
few antiques, 1950 FordarerguSALLY'S in-laws coming. She lasts. Paschill's Discount House, son tractor, plow
disc, cultivator,
didn't fluster-cleaned the car- Hazel, Kentucky, 4924723.
poet hole digger, blade, wagon,
1TP
pets with Blue Lustre. Rent
bush-hog, two man saw, 1950 Inelectric shampooer $1- Big
ternational pickam truck, roA-11-C ONE DELAVAL pipe line, dou- tary tiller, lots of hind tools.
ble unit. 300 gallon Media' Lots of this equipment we.
HANNAH'S husband Hector
talk and a 1.75 horeephower bought new Lae year. If
you
hates hard work so he cleans the
surge vacuum pump. Phone need any good used equipme
nt,
rugs with Blue Lustre. Rent
753-8697 or 753-4366.
A-14-C don't missthis sale Owner, Walelectric shampooer $1. Western
lace Sears, autcioneer, Terry
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
Shoemaker.
A-10-C
Well".
A-8-C
AUCTION
SALE, Saturday,
April 11, 10:00 a. in. at the
late Charlie Myers farm, one
mileeouth of New Providence.
Selling Iota of antiques% all
household items, lob of horse
drawn tools, also an antique
COUCH AND CHAIR. Good conCloevrolet car that runs like a
dition. Phone 753-8528.
A-9-C
new one. Lots of other items
TWO FORMALS, size 10. One
too numerous to mention_ Ter23" black and white Zenith TV.
ry Shoemaker, Auctioneer.
Call after 6 p. in., 753-3466.
A-10-C
A-0-P

NEWLY REDECORATED 3-bedCOMMERCIAL LOTS on South
Roman Brick home in the
r
4th Street, in Wildwood Subcountry. With wall to wail cardivision. Will sell or lease.
peting, new draperies, marble
RESIDENTIAL LOTS it Sherfireplace, 114 ceramic baths,
wood Feast, Pine Bluff Shoran
dining room, breezeway, double
Panorama Shores, Jackson Acgarage, you have all of the conres, Lynnwood Estates, Fairveniences of a home in town.
view Acres, Westwood and
Yet this home is located on
Plainview Acres. Also small
114 acres of lead, just five minacreages on Locust Grove Churutes south of Murray.
ch road, Cherry Corner, US3-.BEDROOM cionlale-wide mobile
641 South, and Ky. 732 near
home on a well landaoaped
Kentucky
acre lot, 4 miles south of Mar- UNDER Lake.
Has carpeting, draperies, 3-bedrooCONSTRUCTION - A
m brick with 1400 a. 1.
dining room, 114 baths, patio, living
space plus carport, io
solid foundation, carport, awnLynnwood Estates. Buy now and
paved sidewalks, large select
the brick, interior colutility sheds. This home is
, appliances, etc. Can be fipractically new and everything
nanced at 614% interest with
neat as a pin. Only $2,000 very
low down raymeot.
down and owner will finance
the balance.
TO BUY ... see us! TO SELL.
list with us!--Licensed in Ken3-BEDROOM brick at MO Catucky and Tennessee-FULTON
talina. Caapeting, draperies, 1%
YOUNG REALTY, 4th & Maple
baths, central heat and sir,
panelled kitchen-family room, Street, Phone 753-7333. Home
Large utility, carport, large lot. phones. Fulton E. Young, 753Located in the Robertson Scho- 4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534.
ol district Owner will finance.
LARGE
3-bedroom
Roman
Brick in Grove Heights Subdi- A CORNER LOT, 13th and Olvision, 5 miles east of Murray. ive, zoned for four apartments,
This well designed home has $8750.00. Phone 753-6202 sfter
a fireplace, osapeting, central 6:00 p. m.
H-A-10-C
heat and air, dining room, utility room, attic storage, carport,
, kitchen built-ins and
appliances. This is realy a fine home.

9-ROOM ROME in Rigel on a
nice lot. Ideal for 0111 large
family or an extranapeglallent.
FIVE YEAR OLD Gelding, westVery reasonably priced.
aril-saddle and bridle. Call 7533-BEDROOM brick with an
3466 after 6 p. m.
cellent floor plan. 1% baths,
A-9-P
family rem, spacious utility,
1969 HONDA Scrambler, 330.
especially nice drapes, air con12-piece
Less than 500 miles, electric
ditioned. Good location and the
starter. Phan 753-6459 or 753set of
house is nice as new. Beauti2434.
TRUE
ful landscaping. Just $22,500
A 4-BEDROOM brick near the
TEMPER
)aKC REGISTERED German
new high school Ate. 2 bath
Shepherd puppies, eight wee
garden
rooms, sunken living room, forold, wormed and weaned. EalP
tools
mal dining area, quality conBucy, Buchanan, Teem. Phon
struction, excellent floor plan,
m*end offer247-3302 after 4:00 p. m. Male
double garage, very large patio.
$35.00, female $25.00.
A-9==7
,
.
BRICK AND STONE with many
USED-FURNITURE & Applianextra features. 3 bedrooms, full
ces, ranges, refrigerator, antibasement, formal dining room,
que buffet, glass and metal door
2% baths, fireplace in the few
safes. Drop leaf gate legstable,
ily room with a rustic finish:
3-BEDROOM double-wide modining room suite, odd maple
recreation room, double prage,
bile home, completely furnished,
chairs, bedroom Mate, odd beds.
large sundeck with electric grill
on 4 acres of ground near KenTwo-piece living room suites,
for your outdoor living pleastucky lake. Also included is a
12' x 50' HOUSE trailer. Phone
add tables and trunks. Comma?
ure. All electric, Gold Medal"ready for occupancy" trailer
753-2985 or 474-2332 after 5:30
Furniture & Appliance, 105 N
lion home. City school district.
park conaisting of ten trailer
p. in. City conveniences. A-11-C
3rd., Phone 753-1502.
A-9-C
Let us show you this outstandspaces.
This property provides
1968 PONTIAC Le Mans con.
......
ing home. Would consider a 1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands a nice home for semen* plus
vertible. Power steering, power 10.20 JOHN DEERE tractor, 650
TEMPERATME
and refills are now available at
MOPET ATION
DRY
trade. Reduced drastically.
I AREAS
brakes, air conditioner, 11895.- nouns. With three piece equipARE AS
the Ledger & Times Office Sup a monthly income opportunity.
MAUD
2-BEDROOM STUCCO with 2
U I WIAIMHP AMMO 10.11/1I POIKAS1
00. Phone 753-4514 after 4:00 ment. Phone 435-5172 after 7:00
A MODERN 2-bedroom brick ply Acre.
TFNC
acres of land, juat outside the
p. in
A-8-P p. m
home and 2614 acres, 3% miles
A-14C
THREE-BEDROOM house, car
from Murray. Farm is fenced ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- city limits of Murray. Suitable peted living
MO CHEVROLET 14-ton truck,
' room, air condivice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C for raising a few head of catand overlooks a nice lake.
tioned, with drapes. Available 1965 PLYMOUTH Fury II, 318 good condition, $235.00. 1963
3-BEDROOM frame in very good M. Sanders. Phone 382-3932 tle, a garden, or just plain coun- June 1, dose
to college. Phone motor, new tires, factory air, nevrolet four door wagon,
Lynnvill
Kentuck
e,
try
living.
y.
Priced within any•
00U 1004102 MOO
condition. Carpets and drapes,
5 Note of scale
753-3605.
A-9-C power steering, radio, automat- straight shift, six cylinder, good
May-9-C one's budget.
DOM 00000 MOO
fireplace, central air condition6-Choose
ic.
Real
nice
car,
light
blue.
Call
milker
1
-Bitter
rad
vetch
mechanic
LARGE NEW 3-bedroom brick
ally, $325 •
MPaOMMP QOM]
7-Swerve off a
mg. Also a real nice 20' x 60' AFTER THIS DATE, I am
492-8616.
30. Two 900 x 15 tube type 4-Verity
no just southwest of Murray City ONE
OMAN POL10
course
-BEDROOM furnished a
vuilcting with a garage, central- longer responsible for any
9-Carpenter's
MOOR
OMOSOOON
white
8-Girls
well
name
tires, like new,
tool
partment. Zimmerman Apartly heated. Ideal for almost any debts other than my own. Char- Limits. Centre heat and
MOOR DOM OR
9-Devoured
$15.00 each. One gallon Wago- 12-Posed for
carpetin
g,
2
1968
baths,
TWO-TO
large
N
truck.
ments,
knell.
New
South
kind of home workshop. Let us les Eddie Reeder.
16th Street. Phone
bed
MMM MUM NUO
10 Armed
portrait
A-9-P esnfamily room, kitchenner gas hot welter
De OVOCI MOURM
built- 753-6609.
conflict
show you this place and make
A-9-C and hoist with grain sides and Four 10 ft. fluted heater, $20.00. 13-Repulse
antique
is,
lots
0300
porch
of
cattle
M2ON 1000
Spanish
11
closets,
racks.
plural
carport, outus an offer.
V-8 engine, twoBELTONE factory fresh hear14-Chinese Pagoda
=AM 0340
3600 SQUARE FOOT building, peed
article
et aide Dwain Taylor Chev columns, A-1, $10.00 owls. One 15 Portion
3-ftEDROOM stone house with ing aid batteries for all teaks" side storage. beautiful lot.
MORO [1000OMM
16-Repetition
two acres of Land, will also buIi
Inc.. South late Street lot antique Ali* poet, (4 ft) 17 Bank
Oasement. Beautiful 1 acre lot. hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
3-BEDROOM shingle on 1% to suit tenant, on Industri
OMM OMOCIU WIO
TA-Meadows
employees
$25.00. Phone 753-2700 A-14-C
al Phone 753-2617.
Needs some repair but is priced
A-9-C
003 OMMOR NON
20-Poker stakes
19-Girls name
H-1TC acres of land, one mile west of Road. Phone 753-3228
. A-94
accordingly. Located near Wis21" MOTOROLA TV, black and 21-Female ruff
22 Shrub
Murray on Hwy. 121. Living
23 More mature
well.
FOR SALE OR TRADE, 1956 white, nice cabinet, $30.00. 22 Sham
room, kitchen, 2 bedrooms, bath
36-Those who
51 Night bird
24
Depressions
25-Metal
fasteners
A 2-BEDROOM house and
rebel
two door Chevrolet Bel-Air, 327 Please call 753-4530.
52 Bishopric
and large hallway on ground
1
A-10-P 29-Chinese mile
26 Possessive
39 Soil
acre on a blacktop road located
53-Resort
motor. 1966 Honda. Phone 436floor; large bedroom on second
pronoun
30
41
in
Go
Midday
LARGE DUROC boar, over 500
55 African country
about 2 miles from Murray.
2379 after 4:30 p. m.
floor. Laundry facitWties and
27 Reluctant
32-Cease
4.4-Clayey each
A4-C lbs., 144
Car(abbr )
years old, $135.00. 33 Likely
peted, air conditioned, and at28 Secret agents
46-Experience
furnace in the full size base56-Greek letter
Phone
753-8966
31-Wander
tached garage. Price has
.
35-Singing
s
-Exact
48
ROOM
voice
for
A-1nC
four
girls, private 1965
ment. This home has 2 screen59 Teutonic
been
MUSTANG, 260, V-8, au34-Afternoon perty 50 Edible seed
2 Track Overlap
37.Capuchin
deity
reduced.
ed porches and a separate ga- entrance and cooking privilege.; Venetic,
USED TRAILERS Located in
monkey
console,
call
753-4072
100 ACRE FARM located
Electric
heat and air condition- raitm. 5:00
rage.
on
trailer park on East Highway, 38 Want
m.
Highway 641 about 2 miles norLARGE 2-story frame in the ing, 1603 College Farm Road 1
set up, ready to rent for an in- 40 Blemish
th of Murray, adjacent to Innorth edge of Hazel. This well phone 753-2377.
A-9-C
vestment or occupy yourself af- 42 Symbol for
dustrial property. Practically all
Ken-Ten
tellurium
maintained home has 3 large
1963 MERCURY, two-door hard- ter June 8. Must sell
FOUR
now be- 43 Spoor
ROOM
furnishe
d
apart top. Excellent condition. Must
of the farm is tillable and in a
bedrooms, 2 kitchens, bath, livfore
Building Supply
new
lease
ment
45
Close
levels
off
to
signedtown,
privat en
high state of productivity. 800'
ing room, tuifurnished attic ca
A-10-P 7534202 after 6:00 p. Phone 47 Decay
trance. Phone 753-5034 before sell. Phone 753-9050.
Murray's Plywood Center
highway frontage. Financing
pable of being made into two
49-Portico
4:00 p. m. or 753-4645 after
H-A207 Maple
available at 6% interest to
753-6483
or three rooms, central gas
50 Billboards
4:00 p. in.
A-10-C
1963
GOOD,
qualified buyer.
clean
GMC
Follow
54
pick30
heat,
storm doors and windows,
ltc
up. Phone 753-3034 after 5:00
57 Female sheep
nice corner lot
58 Stage extra
MOBILE HOME and cottage
A-14C
2-BEDROOM frame at a real TWO-ROOM upstairs furnished p. m.
(coliog )
combination, located in the Jonbargain price. Located 4 miles apartment, si bath. Prefer eld60-Make lace
athan Creek area of KentuckY
from Murray on New Concord erly person. Phone 753-6840.
61 Beverage
Lake. Fully equipped with nice
62 Scorches
Highway. Living room, dining
A-10-P
63
Period of
furnishings, double carport with
KELLY'S PEST CONTROL Ter- room, kitchen, laundry room,
12' WIDE modern mobile home
LUXOR COACH house trailer.
a storage room. One acre
carpetin
g
and
some
furntiure
mites-eat your home. Roaches
Ideal for lake, 8' x 40'. Comcarpeted. Private lot. $06.00 per WANTE
ed lot.
D: Woman to do tele-carry germs. Spiders-are are included. You can own this
1 2/3 ACRE LOT with 14' x 16'
home
for
less
then you car month. For Sale, Guitar tied phone work from office, two pletely furnished with air conpoison. For free inspection call
Mandolin, phone 753-8333.
building and mobile home space.
hours daily, $1.60 Per hour. ditioner, $900.00. Can be seen
Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914, pay rent.
west cif Highway 1836,1% miles
Close to Jonathan Creek on
2-BEDROOM frame on 3/4 acre
A-10-C Phone753-3=8.
34 hours a day.
TFC
south of Coldwater.
paved road.
A-10-C
lot in Alm°. Storm doors and
MONOGRAMMING. Phone Jane windows, gas furnace,
utility
208 ACRE farm located on the Stokes at 7534357
, 1612 Keeneblacktop at Coldwater. 35 acre land Drive.
A-11-C room, living room, bath, separwatershed lake. This is a real
ate garage.
good farm and is priced right. WANTED: Lawns to mow. Phone 30ACRE FARM with a good
753-6030 after 3:30 p. m. TFNC solid 2-bedroom frame house.
5-BEDROOM
brick with full
Good deep well, good fences, DOESN'T IT MAKE ,
I- I DON'T
ICU FEEL A
ITS THE CO6E35
basement, located across the
POP -SEEING CHARLIE
like new outbuildings, lots of LITTLE CREEPY OPENING UP
PICTURE THEY'RE
street from the University c.amp- Complete Small Engine Repair fruit trees. Located on a coALIVE ON THE SCREEN
CHARLIE DOESEIS' FIRST AND
9OW1 NG. HE USCH:,
us. High state of repair, central GARDEN TILLERS, lawn mow- uoty maintained gravel road ap- LAST
COLII-,
C BE TOO
MOVIE IN THE TOWN HE
ers,
chain
saws.
Authoriz
ed
TO
LIVE
HERE
heat and air conditioning, extra
MUCH 70 BEAR:
Briggs and Stratton Dealers proximately 5 miles west of WAS BORN AHD RAISED it-I,
I3EFORE
HE
nice large lot. Ideal location for
C.B:?
Authorized Lawson Power Pro- Murray. Owner will amid in
DROWNED AT SEA,
fraternity and zoned R-4.
financing.
ducts
Dealer.
Murray
Supply
4-BEDROOM brick and 20 acres
92
ACRE
CATTLE
farm wath
Co., 208 East Main, phone 753of good land, located lust 214
excellent woven wire fences,
3361.
H-1TC
miles from the city limit,
good stock ponds, large blackWE HAVE a wide selection of SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and top frontage, and a fair 4-room
building lots inside the city small appliances repaired and frame house. Located just South
of New Providence.
school district and outside the yard tools sharpened. 512 R.
108 ACRES on blacktop road,
city. Financing available for South 13th Street. Phone
753- 9 miles S. E. of Murray on Ky.
qualified buyers. Come by our 6067.
May-11-C 614. Priced $125 acre.
office at 502 Maple Street or
142 ACRE hog farm itn blackcall us at any time to disc
top mad, 5 miles west of Pun
details. This is a good time to
year, Tenn. 90 acres cleared, 22
buy. We appreciate your busi- YOUR
Lawn mowers and tillers acres bottom land, 2-bedroom
ness.
repaired. Experienced service brick home, all farm machinTUCKER REALTY Company. Also your guns put in good op- ry necessary. Priced to sell.
502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken erating condition. Low charges 158 ACRES with highway fronttucky 7534342. Home phones: Guaranteed. H. S. Roberston, age on 3 aides, near Jones Mill,
NOT BAD-BUT THOSE
Donald R. Tucker, 753-50 1610 Calloway. Phone 753-7863 Tema Has 120 acres cleared
MUST HAVE GOTTEN
land,
and
30 acres bottom land,
A-14P
Bobby Grogan, 753-4978.
THEM ALL FROM A ROAD
2 frame houses, 2 wells. Owner
CUTE LA_
ACOMPAW OF"HAIR
KINGDOM,
EXPERIENCED landscaper. Will will faunae 2/3.
4
Y:"
mow lawns. Also trimmitig and 190 ACRES,
ISN'T 'T
13 miles S. E. of
planting. Phone 753-6051.
LITTLE
Murray, near Kentucky Lake.
A-1-C' Good well, large highway
DISTRIBUTORSHIP Without InFAIRY
frontage, lots of wooded land. Price
vestment: Deluxe candy and WILL CARE FOR
PRINCESSelderly or
$115 acre.'
drug specialities to taverns, res- convalescent i home.
Phone
taurants, stores, etc. Direct fac- 753-6875.
A-14P TO BUY
... see us! TO SELL.
tory connection earning high
daily cash commissions and WORK WANTED Because Al list with us,-1.icensed in Kenmonthly overwrites. Everything vin Farris sold his tractor and tucky and Tennessee--FULTON
furnished free. but mud
Phillips YOUNG REALTY, 4th & Maple
( be equipment. John T
bondable. Part or full time will break and order gardens. itreet. l'hone 753-7333. Home
Write CHEXCO. 2910 N. -16th and fi lann Phone 753-8887 phones. Fulton E. Young, 7534946: lahmael Stinson, 753-1534.
•'
St., Phila., Pa. 19132. A-10-P
A-10-C

Buy a new Case
7 through 14 HP
tractor and get this

FREE/

p.
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Today's Murray Ensemble
Groups Receive
Stock Market Superior Ratings

Historical ...
(Continued From Page 1)
He also indicated that he
would be sending "a couple lf
naval shells for your collection
These were fired by Federal
Gunboats into fortifications at
10. Feb.-March-AprilIsland
1862. We dug these up during
spring plowing in this area
They weigh approximately 101
pounds each."
In his address at Fulton, Mr.
Lewis paid tribute to the Sesquicentennial edition of the
Mayfield Messenger recent*,
published by the Jackson Purchase Historical Society. He described it as one of the best of
its kind he had ever seen.

The
Sourc
In Mu
Callow

F. G. (Buster) Ordway,
Kuttawa, Dies At 56

KUTTAWA, Ky., April 7 - named after Jun.. His brother,
Floyd G. (Buter) Ordway, well- the late Preston Ordway, who
NEW YORK (UPI)- Stocks
School
High
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DEL MONTE

Has Lots Of Special
Buys For You

FRESH
PEARS
GLEN VALLEY

JUNE PEAS - - - -2 et-5 27°
CREAM PEAS #::: 2 for 33`'
t WDER PEAS2 33°
s O
a
CHOPPED HAM- - 794'
STEELE

DAK

24.11 45*

SPINACH
1NT

DRINKS

46 ca. can

3/s1

with

Ib

lb.

lb.

pkg

75'
/9c
99'
33'
19'

6 Pak 39°

FLOUR

Selal:Ri
P
nosring - 5 lbs.

49'

DEL MONTE - Family Size

looz. 37°Ill'nz

AND HEADBOARD FRAME

only $7995

MARTHA WHITE

2 FOR 19°

eefillovBET MOVES,_

3/3 TWIN SIZE SPRINGS & MATTRESS

Center Cut- lb.

Sugar

TOMATO S JUCE
CHEEZ-ITS
fPir ViERS

49c

lb.

SLAW
TOMATOES

00 ORANGEADE
sor LEMONADE
is GRAPE
Po ROOT BEER
Complete

Such As . . .

tkr'CALIFORNIA AVOCADOS
-- — — each
1P4

-WYLER'S-

TOMATO
JUICE

23'

PORK LIVER
ROAST SALE
is, C., CHUCK
ROAST
ROAST
POT ROAST
RUMP ROAST

CATSUP --- 33c

16 Different Patterns in . . .

ARMSTRONG VINYL CUSHION FLOOR
from $2" to $275
—

WE ALSO LAY RUGS
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'Pr 753-4566

Benton Road
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J.D. Barclay •
Bob Gresham
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at the oast •d house the purstorage space.

—

Buy Any 3 Piece Bedroom Suit &
Get A Bed Lamp FREE !
Buy Any Two Piece livingroom Suit And
Get Two Lamps FREE !
Valued from '8.95 to $12.95

We Have the BEST Price in
Box Springs and Mattresses

learn

more
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QUEEN SIZE AND REGULAR SIZE
AT A LOW, LOW PRICE!

39'
MAXIM

Special Trial Sirel

COFFEE

FREEZE DRIED - -

WIGGINS FURNITURE

2 Mile; North of Murray

CORRECT
Two errors appe
advertisement for
Food Market on
Eggs advertised at
dozen should have
dozen for HE cents.
at 211- cents per p
have -been 39 cents

